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qhrls Darrow '95, reraxes ln·a precarious perch overlooking passersby during 
a break between classes on ,:uesday, Oct. 8. 
Conference_ publicizes 
James Bay de~ate 
By Jim Fenno _ Concerned environmentalists say that if 
·,: When the Cree Indians in Northern Que- Hydro-Quebec follows plans to flood a for-
bee eat nowadays, they no longer eat the fish ested area the size of Connecticut, the com-
that have fed· them for thousands of years. pany might.trigger global wanning and the 
ijo~ daAgerously high concentratjons .of destruction of the principal habitat for some 
. J)Oi$onousmethyl-mercurycontaminate what · native animals.- The Crees fear the -loss of 
-once was.their-primary food.source. their hwiting and fishing territory. which has 
¥eroury contamination is_ one of many been zoned for. the projecL 
crises confronting the Cree ·smce Hy~ -As his eyes focused on the watchful faces 
·Qu~ began an- immense bydro-electtic of supporters-at-a Cornell rally OcL 5, Grand 
... -_pro~t 20 years ago. As these Indians face Chief of. the Grand ·Council · of the Crees 
- - the: artificial- reshaping and deslroction, of -MattbewCoonComecondemnedGov;Mario 
their: bunting·.grounds, some ~ .f~ that Cuomo and other N~w York politicians for 
• suici~e 'cases and· alcoholism among their "giving up on the'yo_ung minds of today." 
· peopJewiUcontinue tori~. -- .· · Coordinators.plan the tally to publicize 
_ -. -Npw. the· provincially· owned Hydro-· and·stop·James-Bay ll as pa1t ~f Cornell's 
, ··Qnebe(:O)rp; wantsNew.YorkState~belp - James Bay Actjon Conference Oct 5-7. 
: .. fund a11<-even- larger project:If-_buili;._-.the . - . "Your leaders,bave. given up on you," 
- · ptoposed:!aines.Bayll,-~ject-~~uldbethe. Coon Come:sai~-to the c_rowd; ''That is ~ot 
_ . ,wotJd~S;laigest <mgineenngpipJecL It would- _ acceptable you can come·up ~th alternabve 
. · ·•ly New~Yf:>rlcStatewithsiJ,t~tofits- .new en~es so that we·can save our rivers, 
-- . -~e~trical-power.,and:·~~:water from- our eny.u:onrn~t,ourpeople, ourselves." 
· · · · i~f i.na.i'oriivers in Nonbem Quebec into a . ~~J.wo_nderifGovernorCuomo wasaware, 
... · riei~·of~s:and.-reservoirs. See '\Janies·Bay," page S 
; . . ·-~ ' . ~' 
. ----~----- - _, ' ·-
. ~ - ~ . - - -
Roe v. Wade lawyer 
addresses controversial 
reproductive issues 
By Heather Zuzick 
On the eve of the proposed confirmation 
of the nomination of Clarence Thomas as the 
newestmemberoftheSupremeCourt, which 
will inevitably challenge the landmark 
abortion decision Roe v. Wade, the Student 
Activities Board sponsored a lecture by Sarah 
Weddington, the lawyer who defended Jane 
Roe in the historic case. 
Weddington spoke to a sold out crowd of 
750 people in the Emerson Suites on 
Wednesday Oct. 9 at 8 p.m. 
Born the daughter of a Methodist minis-
ter, Weddington was raised in various small 
towns across Texas, and currently serves as a 
history and government lectrurer at both the 
University of Texas, and at Texas Women's 
University. Weddington graduated from the 
University of Texas Law School at the age of 
21; at 26, she had successfully argued the 
defense of Jane Roe. 
In 1977, she was appointed General 
Counsel for the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture.eventually workmg for then President 
Jimmy Carter as his assistant for women's 
affairs. While working with Carter, 
Weddington directed administration policy 
on women's isssues and served as a political 
tiason for various state leaders. 
She spent two years as top lobbyist for the 
State of Texas and Director of the Office of 
State and Federal Relations in Washington. 
In addition to her various-political posi-
"You [ college students] are the 
ones who will play a signifi-
cant role in the future for 
reproductive rights." 
· -Sarah Weddington, 
Roe v. Wade lawyer 
lions, Weddington has served as president of 
the Botwinick-Wolfensohn Foundation, 
served three years as a legislator in the Texas 
House of Representatives, and was the first 
person to hold :;tn endowed chair at the Uni-
versity of New Mexico. 
Weddington opened the speech saying, 
"You [ college students] are the ones who will 
play a significant role in the future for re-
productive rights." 
"What happened to me [that led up to her 
defense ofJ ane Roe] was a series of instances 
in which I felt, as a woman, I was not being 
treated fairly .. .I was one of those women who 
said why shouldn't women be able to continue 
working even after being pregnant or having 
children," Weddington said. 
Weddington explained how she eventually 
cam~ to try Roe v. Wade in front of the 
Supreme Court Because she was a woman 
just out oflaw school who could not get hired 
as a result of her gender, she had no job and 
"had time to volunteer and make history." 
Weddington was among a number of leg-
See "Weddington," page 6 
Rabies epidemic 
affects IC student 
By Tom Arundel 
A rabid racoon recently tangled with a 
Tompkins County resident's dog. spurring 
the first rabies epidemic in the county since 
the 1950s, according to Frank Chase, the 
public health sanitarian for Tompkins County. 
An IC swdent is currently being treated 
for a rabies infection, according to Chase. 
Chase urges everyone to· take precaution 
from rabies by staying away from all racoons 
and· strange pets and vaccinating your own 
pets. 
"You should never handle some else's 
pet, "Chase said. "You can't always tell if an 
animal is rabid·by looking at iL" 
The IC student was bitten- by a dog off 
campus a little over two weeks ago and was 
too intoxicated to-identify the animal later for 
a-rabies screenidg, Chase said. 
The incident occurred when the student 
was petting somebody"sdogwhich was tied-
. in frontof a door. Wlien,tlie deig bitliet, she 
reported it to ·the. IC Health Center. When 
asked·if8conldfmdthedogthatbither,the 
student-was unable:to do to so; Chase-said 
''Tobefionest..sbe:was&oodrunktoidentify 
the animal thatbit-ber,." Chase said. 
Asa result,. drerabies-procedureci>uldnot 
be usedaudthestudentisreceivingaseriesof 
five ~t:.exposure sliDls,. whicli-OCCUl!ovet:a· 
month-long period and can: cost . .anywfitre 
'from $500 to $600, CJuise· said. 
-Nonnalp~ure for such incidents is to 
You should never handle some 
else's pet.You can't always tell 
if an animal is rabid by look-
ing at it." 
-Frank Chase, Tompkins County 
public health sanitarian 
find the biting animal and confine it for 
observation, Chase said. If the animal dies, 
the bite victim will reci~st exposure 
shots. 
Another female IC student was bitten by a 
cat off campus over two weeks ago and, at 
first, was unable to find the cat, Chase said. 
"She wasaboutto take post-exposure shots 
when she found it," Chase said "She didn't 
have to take the shots." 
The IC Health Center was unable to dis-
close the names of the two swdents. 
By a New York State Public Health law, if 
a pet is bitten by_ a rabid animal, the bitten 
animal is either destroyed or placed in con-
finement for four months if it has not re-
ceived vaccination shots. You will be fmed 
$250if your pet is found to be unvaccinated. 
Chase said 
'lbem will be two rabies clinics the week 
of QcL 28. A three dollar donation can get 
y.om pet vaccinated. 
"Three dollars is nothing if it can possibly 
save your pet's life," Chase said. 
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By Christopher Burke 
Question:·. 
What are you doing for Parent~' Weekend? 
Peter Moster '95 
Business Finance 
"I think I'll hang out 
with my parents a bit." 
.i;; 
Kristin Vidal '95 
Exploratory 
"We're going out to the 
Tower Oub and then 
see 'A Chorus Line.'" 
Scott lsbrandt '95 
Exploratory 
"Visit some of the 
parks with my 
family." 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corrections :" SAFER SEX : 
In the Oct. 3 article, "RA con- • : 
ducts ethnic diversity program", : * Are you sexually active? • 
SharonSwimmerwas incorrectly • : 
identified as a sophomore. : 
Swimmer is a senior. • 
• • • • 
Are you protected against unplanned • 
• pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? • 
• In the Oct. 3 article, "Music • • 
for our times," Husa received • Did you know that birth control and STD screening • 
• • the Pulitzer Prize for "String • are available at the /.C. Health Center and that these • 
quartet, no. 3 [w16]". However, : services are totally confidential?? : 
itwashiswork"MusicforPrague • • 
1968" that he did not perform ir; • • 
his homeland until 20 years af- : Please Call For More Information On : 
ter it had been composed. • Safer Sex 274-3177 • 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
QOGAN'S CORNER 
PIZZA, WING&, &UB0 
273-6006 
TOUCHDOWN! 
ROGAN'S 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
PARTY PAK 
4 16 OUNCE SODAS 
1 LARGE PIZZA FOR$ 13.95 
2 DOZEN WINGS 
4 16 OUNCE SODAS· 
· · ···-October .10, 1991 
-· Student g·overnritent 
looks at dining chang·es 
By Heather Zuzick .. 
· Beginning next year, Dmmg 
Services may offer exte~d~d hours 
service in the Towers dimng area 
instead of at the snack bar · 
At the TuesdaJ, Oct 8 Student 
Government meeting, Howard 
McCullough, director of din~ng 
services announced the formauon 
of a dining services advisory 
committee. 
McCullough said the committee, 
which consists of members of Stu-
dent Government, the Residence 
Hall Association and dining ser-
vices, acts as a "communications 
network" designed to make 
"changes and recommendations.'' 
According to McCullough, the 
committeewasformedasaresultof 
"snack bar equivalency problems," 
and last year's withdrawal ·of per-
mission for a change of dining halls 
hours . 
. . McCullough also introduced the 
. i<Jea. c,f . ~h.e "Ithaca C.ollege 
Convinience Card" which would 
act as a "discretionary fund for 
Mac's, the Bookstore and the din-
ing halls" at the meeting on Tues-
day. 
The dining services advisory 
committee meets on twice a month 
for the first semester and once a 
month for the second semester. 
Any, suggestions, questions or 
comments about the possible 
changes should be ref erred to Peter 
Lepsch, student body president, or 
to McCullough. 
In other Student Government 
news, Heather Wilson '92, was 
elected the Governance Secretary 
for the 91-92 academic year. 
The Governance Secretary's 
duties include: keeping attendance 
records, and correlation and distri-
bution of the minutes. 
Apartmen~ or Houses 
OOuth Hill 
(1-14 people) 
N~WLY QENOVATED: carpetin8, 
dishwasher, contemporary furni-
ture, laundry. off-street parkin8 
Negotiable Rents 
Call 272-3389 or 257-4164 
1 MEDIUM-PIE FOR$ 11.95 
2 DOZEN WINGS I!ii:-?;::1-sif lti~t 
'~-:.:it.,·, -','.1~';f 
NOON TILL 2:00 AM FRI - SAT 
NOON TILL 1:30.AM SUN.~TIIURS .. :_ 
WE GLADLY ACCEPT VISA ANP, MASTERCARD 
l:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..:.I· · F:::;'(;~,~-!"·';r.a,_.:,_ ~ . k:..,~?:,:~~-'t;.A'!'--:::;: 
• • ~:' • • • ~ o • I ., ' 
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COriiing ()Ut 'l>ay: a time for acceptance 
By -~Jhel'.i:ne yv. B~own - ·. . . . gay~rights. ~ctivis~ wtio y.rjll be· 
· ~mce its mcept1on, National speaking at the rally, explained the· 
CoI1111:1g Out Day has served as a reasoning behind the public display 
day·for national recognition of the of a personal choice. "Coming out· 
process of "coming out," revealing 'is a painful process, but a liberating . 
one~s homosexuality to others. process. It's a private decision in a 
Bi-GALA, the Ithaca College sense, but you aren't a complete 
gay, lesbian, and bisexual organi- person until [others] realize that 
zation, will hold a rally on Friday, youareagayorlesbianand that you 
Oct. 11 to commemorate the occa- are part of a larger organization. As 
sion. It will take place at the free a gay person, as an oppressed per-
speech podium at noon. son, you have a duty to change your 
Beth Perdan '93, co-president community." 
ofBi-GALAandrallycoordinator, Kevin Lewis '93, a member of 
said National Coming Out Day is Bi-GALA who spoke at last year's 
"a way to achieve the visibility we rally,said, "It'sacelebration,away 
want." to say, 'we're here, we're happy to 
Perdan has arranged to have six be here, wediditandsocan you and 
designated speakers at the rally. we're here for you, too." 
These people represent a cross- Lewis also described it as a way 
section of the homosexual and bi- for gays and bisexuals to "see people 
sexual community; students from whQareoutofthecloset, very happy 
both IC and Cornell, staff, profes- and very proud of their sexuality." 
sors, community members and pro- An important aspect of National 
fessionals. Coming Out Day is the reaction of 
Rich VanDeusen '92, a local the heterosexual community. 
"It's a celebration, a 
way to say, 'we're here, 
we're happy to be here, 
we did it and so can 
you." 
-Kevin Lewis '93, 
Bi-GALA member 
VanDeusen said, "Well, you have 
to come out to somebody. If the 
majority of your friends are gay, 
they'll be supportive and that's not 
a problem, but it's more likely that 
you'll have to come out to straight 
people;- your parents, your co-
workers, your friends." 
Another member of Bi-GALA, 
John Bundy, Jr. '93, said, "Onlike 
other minorities, we're invisible--
it's not a physical difference such 
ascolororgender. We'renotjusta 
statistic. We're people you know. 
We're your friends, your class-
mates, your hallmates, your team-
OUNDS KENWOOD Billboard@ 
• · . Port~ble Compact · TOP 1 O 
SONY 
Portable Compact 
DiskSystem i..--..,-'/NE Disc Player $1199 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 Minutes in 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Garage 
with any purchase 
Center Ithaca 
-277-4766 
OPC-42 
'$15995 
s19995 Suggested Retail 
• Rechargeable 
Batteries 
• Programmable 
COMPACT DISC 
51599 Suggested Retai 
with special music by 
The Amani Singers 
. . 
at 11 a.m. (note the time change) 
Muller ~hapel 
You are invited to stay 
for refreshments and fellowship 
after the service 
--~--1"~ .,.. .. ~ 
,µ, - ~J, 
,.,,. _", ,.-- . "\ \'- ..;) -=·- \....._ ~ 
CFD-454 $19995 
524995 Suggested Retail 
•AM/FM 
•Cassette 
•Compact Disc 
•Detachable Speakers 
mates, the people you see every 
day." 
The acceptance of the straight 
community can be· a positive ex-
perience for those who have the 
courage to speak publicly about their 
ow~ non-conventional sexual 
identity. Perdansaid, "Iwanttosee 
other people really see how hard it 
is to come out." 
Perdanalsospokeabouttheneed 
for the staight community to 
" ... understand,to see us as people 
and get over the problems they have 
with us." 
On a larger scale, the straight 
community's ignorance of gay is-
sues leads to discrimination, low 
self-esteem, and is one of the lead-
ing causes of teen suicide, Bundy 
said. 
Heterosexuals can help right now 
by: not tearing down or defacing 
posters announcing the rally, con-
fronting people who make anti-gay 
comments or jokes, and attending 
:-. 
t 
:·:· 
t 
·.-
the rally to show support, Perclan 
said. 
According to Bundy, "Your first 
responsibility is to yourself. After 
so much self-acceptance, you're 
ready to tell others and share this 
part of your life with them." Other-
wise, he said, "You 're always lying 
to people and yourself about who 
you are. After I became confident 
about my own sexual identity, I 
founditmucheasiertoacceptpeople 
for who they are. A large portion of 
homophobia stems from people who 
are not comfortable with their own 
sexuality." 
"We want to not just be toler-
ated, but accepted," VanDeusen 
said. "Visibility and political ac-
tion, that's what we're trying for." 
"If every person who was living 
a gay, lesbian, or bisexual lifestyle 
came out tomorrow, our struggle 
would be over ... or darn close to 
over. It would be pretty damn hard 
to ignore," Lewis said. 
Justins. Made only in the USA. 
Worn Everywhere. 
· Iguana, elk, python, kidskin and 
cowhide leathers in stock. 
Since 1879. 
100% American-made. 
We Pay Your 
Parking- in t~e 
Dryden _Road 
Parking Ramp 
For Men and 
Women at 
ITHACA'S 
BOOT 
SPECIALIST 
401 Eddy Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
272-7255 
On Eddy Street In Collegatown ... Slnce before you ware born. 
October 10, 199! 
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Fear of asbestos prompts air testing · • ···· .. 
Textor bathrooms with a ceiling that they could re- N.Y. did the removal. asbestos removal, you n~ to ~e- The ~bestos t,ests had negative 
• move, like a fiberglass ceiling," IC is responsible for supplying turn to those same lev_els, . she said. res~~- · e have to ~ume that it the Slte Of asbeStOS Bower said. the contractor with work supplies. The removed ceibng tiles _were ~as the dust o~ top of the ceiling 
removal 
According to Bower, one of her "We make sure they get what they placed in a plastic bag and ":'Ill be tiles and the ~berg~s," she said. 
assistants closed off the bathrooms need to do the job properly, but we disposed, of in a landfill that 18 cer- : Hypotheucal~! • if one of the 
By Jacki Donati with police line tape so that the [ICemployees]don'tactuallytouch tified to accept asbestos. pipes above the asbestos Ceiling 
Police ·line tape draped across testing could begin. it ourselves," Bower said. When the clearance tests were h3d: a leak, I~ would have to wait 
two of Textor Hall's bathrooms on The asbestos in the ceiling tiles A total of nine background air done, the levels were found to be until an outside cor1~pany came in 
OcL 7 may have caused suspicions was a non-friable material. Non- samples was taken before any higher than the background levels. , and removed tho~-tiles before the 
of foul play, but it was put there as friablemeansthatitdoesn 'tcrumble ceiling tiles were removed. ''They The additional tests affirm~d 1~ coul~ be reJ:>ru.red, B9wer said. 
a precautionary method due to as- from pressure. Breakable material did three samples from inside the whether or not there were fibers ID . ~ this particular spot, with a 
bestostesting. isdangerousbecauseitcanrelease women's room, three inside the theairatacertainlevel. "Itcanbe b~~d;ing that connects so many 
The initial air tests in Textor poisonous fibers, Bower said. men's room, and three in the hall- clothes fibers, dust from years of utilities, th~y want~ be able to get 
were conducted on Friday, OcL 4 "We have to contract with acer- way," Bower said. accumulation, fiberglass fibers, as-. at those ~mgs easlly ," she said. 
by Buck Engineering of Cortland, tified and licensed asbestos con- The background air testing de- bestos," Bower said. n Asbestos IS really goodforinsula-
according to Peg Bower, assistant tractor," she said. termineshowmanyfibersthereare "At noon on Monday ~e had tion ~d ·acoustic paneling. How-
director of Life Safety. As always, the asbestos removal of any kind. The second test, called them do another test specifically ever, It causes respiratory problems 
"Theobjecfwas to getridofthe was performed by a company not the clearance test, is used to see if for asbestos. That doesn't look for and cancer,n Bower said. 
ceiling so they could get at the things related to IC. Sunstream Construe- the fibers contain asbestos, Bower all the other fibers to identify them," The ceiling tiles were removed 
that were above it and to replace it tion and Energy of Binghamton, said. "When you 're done with the Bower said. on Oct. 6and the work commenced. 
Author 
speaks on 
• racism 
By Cynthia Boyer 
· Writer and poetPiri Thomas ex-
pounded upon aging, racism and 
unity in a lecture at IC on Oct 5. 
Thomas, a Puerto Rican of Af-
rican descent, faced much racism 
as a child. People abused him with 
racial slurs. He faced bigotry against 
both sides of his cultural heritage. 
Growing up in the ghettos 
Thomas saw the problems that crim<; 
and drug abuse caused. This was 
the emphasis of his later books. 
Thomas said he doesn't feel as 
old as his age (63 years). He felt that 
there is too much hate and racism in 
the world already. Thomas said he 
dreamed of "all colors on earth 
living in a sense of sharing." 
Thomas urged everyone to see 
people as equals. Underneath the 
surface we're all the same, he said, 
"The worms don't care what color 
you are." 
Thomasread works by Langston 
Hughes, a black poet, and other 
black writers. He also read the 
prologue of his book, "Down These 
Mean Streets." 
Thomas did a lot of reading in 
prison and eventually received his 
high school diploma 
He wrapped up his speech with 
a story about the merits of hugging. 
He urged men to drop their big-
mouthed,machoimageandenhance 
their tenderness. 
Thomas ended the speech with a 
spiritual hug to the whole audience. 
IC opportunity 
program receives 
state grant 
For the second year in a row 
Ithaca College's Educational Op-
portunity Program has received a 
Collegiate Science and Technology 
Entry Program grant from the New 
York State Education DepartinenL 
The awards are intended to help 
increase participation of low-in-
come students and students of color · 
in curricula that lead to New York 
State licensure in fields such as 
physical therapy, accounting, 
speech pathology, and health-care 
administration. 
While the $30,000 grant is 
smaller than last year's, EOP di-
rector Nicholas Wharton said that, 
given the ~uts in the program's 
budget by the state, the fact that 
Ithaca College received any funds 
at all is a testament to the quality of 
services and activities the college 
provides. · 
WONDERING WHERE TO GET CLINIQUE'S 
GREAT PRODUCTS? EXCLUSIVELY AT 
HOLLEY'S ON THE COMMONS . 
Clinique Sheer Intensities. 
A Try-On Guide 
:•. /A. ? <,-~ '~ . __ _..;.._ 
', ',' , ~ ~ 
' , 
Allergy Tested 
100% Fragrance Free 
A New make-up experience ... get ready for it...a way of 
using sheer intense colours <;m every skin - white, 
brown, black, suntanned, Hispanic. Asian - and 
every tone of each of these. This is the direction of 
Clinique sheer intensities. More impact and 
a natural look. 
HOLLEY'S 
On The Commons SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 19 
10PM 
80/j]QjjJ.iJCJ® 
Open Sat. Oct. 12th. 10:00 'til 6:00 
Sun. Oct. 13th. 12:00 'til 4:00 IF YOU LIKE MOVIES 
., 
:: .::,,- EVEREX 
COIIPUTER SYSTEIIS DIVISION 
Power & 
, . 
P8ir OIQDATA 
For information and pricing, contact: 
60.7-257-6.332 
Or stop by Muller 102 ... anytime. 
data-term.inc 
· "Complete Computing Solutions" 
, ' SALES • ,SERVICE: • SUPPORT ,, TRAINING • LEASING . =---.arc-
.. . ' 
------ ~--- .. ------ - .. -
, ·. '"'---,---:----___,,_, ___ _ 
< 
> 
l ' ',. ;, ,: ;,,_ ' • ' • ·' f 
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James Bay--
continued from page 1 
when New York agreed to receive 
additional power from Hydro-
Quebec in 1989, that he was per-
mitting the death of all the great 
rivers in Northern Quebec," Coon 
Come said. at an earlier press con-
ference Oct. 5. 
Coon Come plans to meet with 
Cuomo this month, in an effort to 
stop the New York contracts with 
Hydro-Quebec. 
According to Chuck Porcari, a 
spokesperson for the governor, 
Cuomo has ordered a reevaluation 
of the need for power from James 
Bay n. "We have asked the (in-
volved] power authorities to not 
only look at the environmental ef. 
fects of the project. but to also 
consider the environmental effects 
on New York State of not using 
James Bay IT," Porcari said. 
After the completion of James 
Bay I, which rerouted six rivers for 
hydro-power in the early '?Os, the 
Cree signed the James Bay and 
Northern Quebec Agreement with 
federal and provincial officials. 
I 
Got a hot 
news tip? 
con The Ithacan News Hotline ! 
274-3207 
I , 1 • f JI j 1 ! ', ~ 1 ~ ). 
THE JTIIACAN S 
Hydro-Quebec and the Canadian 
government paid nearly $500 mil ... 
lion in compensation foiland tracrs, 
through the agreement and subse-
quentacco~ds. Following his Statler 
Auditorium lecture Oct 6, Execu-
tive Director of the Canadian Arc-
tic Resources Committee Stephen 
Hazell said that these funds have 
had some physical advantages for 
the Cree, including the construc-
tion of modem villages ~d better 
sanitary facilities. 
from Hydfo.Quebec_ since 1978. 
Two 1989 contracts with Hydro-
Quebec would supply New York 
with· 1.000 and 800 megawatts of 
electricity, commencing around 
19% and 2000 respectively, at a 
total cost of $19 .5 billion. 
electricity needs. m ACS system 
temporarily 
shuts down 
Those who oppose the project 
say energy conservation in New 
York is a viable alternative. They 
cite a report commissioned by the 
New York State Energy Research 
and Development Authority. which 
determined that existing technolo-
gies could reduce state energy con-
sumption by 35 percent 
Responding to the belief that 
New York would indirectly fund 
James Bay II through its contracts, 
the Authority said that its contracts 
are not directly Jinked to any gener-
ating facility. Hydro-Quebec will 
continue to develop provincial hy-
dro-power projects regardless of 
Power Authority contracts, the 
publication said. 
Due toa major system upgrade. 
the Ithaca VAX computer system 
will be unavailable over Fall Break 
from 5 p.m. Oct 16 through 8 a.m 
Oct. 21. 
BITNET will be unavailable 
campus-wide during this period. 
During the lecture Hazell ex-
pressed his overall opposition to 
James Bay II.Hecitedhighmereury 
levels in the James Bay I reservoirs 
asoneofthelikelyconsequencesof 
further artificial land flooding. 
"Hydro-Quebec did not predict 
methyl-mercury contamination in 
1971. When it started to show .up. 
they said it would only be [for] a 
few years. Here we are 20 ye.us 
later, mercury levels are way too 
high for the fish, the environment 
and the people who live there--and 
there are no signs that [levels] are 
going down," he said. 
The New York Power Authority 
(NYP A) has been receiving power 
The Power Authority defends 
their planned purchases, however. 
According to a recent publication, 
the company expects that conser-
vation will only meet part of New 
York's demand for electricity in the 
period covered by the two Hydro-
Quebec contracts. 
The Power Authority said that 
the New York State Energy Plan, 
released in 1989, .. recommends 
several actions,including 'increased 
use of reasonably priced Canadian 
electricity and natural gas imports 
to supply a portion of our future r-------------------, I \ D &J I 
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NYP A and Hydro-Quebec have 
agreed to a one-year extension on 
the cancellation deadline for the 
1,000 megawattcontract, which has 
set the new deadline for November 
1992. 
Some New York power authori-
ties that would receive power from 
the project, including Long Island 
Lighting and Orange and Rockland 
Utilities. favor further study of the 
environmental implications of 
James Bay 11 and power needs in 
New York before the deadline. 
An estimated 550 people par-
ticipated in the Cornell conference. 
Those who registered contributed 
$25. Once tabulated, total revenue 
from the conference will assist the 
anti-James Bay II movement 
'War and Morality' 
the topic of debate 
One of the leading proponents 
of "just war theory," Professor 
William O'Brien of Georgetown 
University, will square off against 
University of Rochester Professor 
Robert Holmes. who believes mod-
em war is never justified, in a de-
bate on "W arandMorality" at Ithaca 
College. 
Part of the college's Debates on 
Moral Issues series, the discussion 
is scheduled for Tuesday, OcL 22, 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Emerson Suites 
of Phillips Hall. It is free and open 
to the public. 
r<lMFORT'S LOOKING \J BETTER THAN EVER 
Today's B~ Bue lets you select traditional 
colors and styling. Or go for the updated colors 
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Bass® Bue a wardrobe staple: · 
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Avoiding 
test-taking 
anxiety 
Counselor's 
Corner· 
MttM 
Documentary depicts 
racial ·bias in media 
Weddi11gton-. --...;__ 
Continued from .page 1 
isJators wh~inteiviewed Clarooce 
1b~mas d1J!ing last. weeks· nomi-
nauon hearings. Weddington said 
that she does not feel that Clarence 
Thof!Ias, ~ qualified to sit on · the 
Suprem~ Court. ~din light of his 
imminentnominalion,feels that the 
Roe case will beovertmned "within 
the next two years." · 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Formostpeopleexaminations 
are threatening and lead to feel-
ings of anxiety. Some· tension 
around tests is okay and serves to 
motivate- but too much can be 
a real problem. 
AccordingtoJamesH. Divine 
andDavidKylanin "HowtoBeat 
Test Anxiety and Score Higher 
On Your Exams," how well you 
~o on,tests depends on three fac-
tors: yourknowledgefactor,your 
test taking skills and your anxi-
ety level · · 
The knowledge factor deals 
with how much you know. ff you 
steadily study and don•t try to 
cram a semester•s work into a 
one night blitz, test taking will 
merely involve demonstrating 
what you· know. ff you're pre-
pared,anxietywill be minimized. 
Test taking skills involve your 
ability to concentrate plus your 
study habits. Here are some tips: 
1. Find a study environment 
free from distractions and inter-
ruptions so that you can concen-
trate. Make sure you have good 
lighting, proper room tempera-
ture between 65 and 70 degrees, 
and seating that is not so com-
fortable that you get sleepy. 
2. Organize your study mate-
rials so you don't have to keep 
getting up to fmd things. Study-
ing when you are tired is counter-
productive. Morning and early 
evening hours are the best times 
for most people. 
3. On the day of the test, eat a 
moderate breakfastandavoidcof-
fee. Do s~ething relaxing be-
fore the test and arrive at the test 
site early. 
4. When you get the test, 
review the entire test and read the 
directions twice. Work on the 
easiest portions of the test first 
For essay questions construct a 
short outline first and start with a 
summary sentence. For multiple 
choice tests,read thechoices first 
and eliminate the most obvious. 
Rely on your first impression if 
you are not sure of the correct 
answer. 
The third factorthatinfluences 
performance is your anxiety level. 
Test anxiety comes from four 
sources. These sourrces are con-
cerns about; how others will view 
you if you do poorly, threats to 
your self image, your future se-
curity and not being prepared. 
Test anxiety is expressed 
through bodily reactions -and 
thought disruptions. People who 
get anxious say negative things 
to themselves and react physi-
cally to these statements. ff you 
predict that you '11 do poorly on a 
test, it becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. Become aware of 
negative statements and chal-
lenge them. 
One last tip. H test anxiety is a 
problem for you talce a look at 
"How to Beat Test Anxiety & 
Score Higher on Your Exams." 
Some material in this article 
was exerpted from this book. 
Dr Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center. 
By Ellen Robillard 
An IC. student unhappy with 
cmrent radio broadcast offerings 
intends to create an alternative sta-
tion for urban-contemporary lis-
teners. This same outspoken smdent 
addressed a presentation concerning 
racial portrayal in the media. 
Approximately 30 people at-
tended the video docwnentary pro-
gram entitled ''Race Against Prime 
Time" shown in Textor 102, 
Wednesday, OcL 9. TheICPolitics 
Club sponsored this event 
The first part of the presentation 
consisted of an hour-long TV 
documentaryentitled"RaceAgainst 
Prime Time," which examined how 
the African-American community 
is portrayed in the news media. The 
1980riots in the Liberty City section 
of Miami was the main focus. 
By comparing coverage of the 
three major networks, as well as 
local affiliates, it was discovered 
that African-Americans were most 
often portrayed in scenes of vio-
lence. Thedocumentary highlighted 
news editors, dispatchers and eye-
witnesses and showed how the news 
conveyed an image to the public 
that was misleading. 
The riots in Liberty City erupted 
after a six-man, all-white jury ac-
quitted four police officers who beat 
a black man to death. The news 
coverage aired biased and simplified 
reports which did not give an ac-
curate picture of the situation, ac-
cording to the documentary. 
After the video presentation, Ed 
Sargent '92, was introduced to dis-
cuss his experiences and feelings as 
an African-American working in 
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"Black people buy 50 
percent of movie tickets 
and watch 75 percent of 
h " t e soap-operas. 
-Ed Sargent '92 
the mass media. Sargent started as 
a DJ on 92-WICB specializing in 
urban-contemporary music. After 
encountering an unwillingness from 
station management to expand Ur-
ban-Contemporary programming, 
Sargent decided to form his own 
station. Thenewfrequency, WSGT, 
would provide more complet,e pro-
gramming for the African-Ameri-
can community. He is awaiting 
contract approval to begin broad-
casting. . 
WSGT would provide a differ-
ent perspective for Ithaca's Afri-
can-American community as op-
posedtotheattibldeoffered bymost 
stations. According to Sargent, 
"News .Would be reported on a 
community base level." 
Lack of funding is also an ob-
stacle. "A lot of advertisers will not 
advertise on a station that does not 
reflect or help them," he said. 
A one hour discussion followed 
which ranged in topics from Su-
preme Court nominee Clarence 
Thomas to portrayal of African- · 
Americans in the entertainment 
world. 
·~Black people buy SO percent of 
movie tickets and watch 75 percent 
of the soap-operas," Sargent said. 
However, Sargent sees the enter-
tainmentindustry as something that, 
"poisons our minds and gives us 
stereotypes." 
New York State was one of the 
first states to pass a law that legal-
izedabortion, wi~ConstanceCook, 
a represent?tive from Ithaca acting 
as an integral part of the pro-choice 
movement. 
When asked if she felt that the 
primarily male Supreme Court is 
qualified to make a decision con-
. cerriing a woman's body 
Weddington said, "~e worn~ 
should make the decision, not state 
legislation, nottheSupreme Court." 
Weddington challenged the 
common notion that life begins at 
conception by saying that if the 
fetus is treated legally as separate 
person, pregnant women would 
have to get two passports, file two 
tax forms and, in genezal, claim 
duality for the term of gestation 
until the birth of the child. • 
Weddington plans to publish a 
book aimed at commemorating the 
20th anniversary of Roe in January 
1992, so she "can get it out before 
Roe v. Wade is overturned." 
Throughout the speech, 
Weddington reiterated that if she 
had been told in 1969 thatshe would 
still be speaking on the abortion 
issue 21 years after Roe, she would 
not have believed it. 
Promising that she would be 
"involved for a long, long time" in 
women's rights issues, in closing 
Weddington urged, "I hope [you] 
will defend the right of privacy de-
fended in Roe v. Wade." . 
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The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Campus Safety Log. charges against a non-student who was. found attempting to enter vehicles in S-Lot on s·ept. 19. Theadditionalchargeof Criminal Possession of Stolen Property 
was filed after the non-student was found 
to have in his possession a car stereo 
~tolen from L-Lot on or about Sept 12. 
't' A student was referred for judicial 
action for tampering with the student's 
roommate's bed and property in the stu-
dents' room. 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries is encouraged to con-
tact~Office of Campus Safety. U11less 
othenwise specified, all reported inci-
dents remain under investigation. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27-
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1991 
Friday, September 27 
'f' A student filed a complaint regarding 
the student's vehicle having been tam-
~ with while parked in L-Lot be-
tween 1 am. and 2:35 a.m. this date. 
Vehiclewas.coveredwith shaving cream 
and Saran wrap. The student also re-
ported having received two harassing! 
annoying telephone calls on the student's 
residence hall room during the same 
time period. 
'f' A staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of $20 worth of tools 
from the staff member's office in the 
Dmingham Center. 
'f' Astudentwasarrestedonachargeof 
harassment and referred for judicial ac-
tion after harassing and pushing an-
other student in a campu~ residence 
hall. 
Saturday, September 28 .. 
'f' A student was referred for judicial 
action for possessing signs that were 
stolen from off th8"c:ampus. 
't' A student was transported to the 
Health Center and referred for judicial 
action after being found in a highly in-
toxicated condition in a campus resi-
dence hall. 
't' Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Bogart Hall for a fire alarm. Cause of the 
alarm was determined to be a mali-
ciously activated pull box. 
't' Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Terrace 5 for a fire alarm. Cause of the 
alarm was determined to be a broken 
water hose. 
't' A student in Hudson Heights reporfe? 
the theft of the student's residence hall 
apartment/room keys and miscellaneous 
other keys from the student's residence. 
Sunday, September 29 
't' A~tityofclothingitemswas turned 
in to Campus Safety. The items were 
found in a practice room in Ford Hall. 
't' A non-student was issued a Uniform 
Traffic Ticket after being found operat-
ing a motor vehicle with a suspended 
driver's license. 
Monday, September 30 
't' Several complaints were filed regard-
ing persons hearing a female screaming 
in area of the Upper Quads. A search of 
the area resulted in not being able to find 
where the screaming had originated. 
't' A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a coaxial cable from a lounge 
area in the Hudson Heights complex 
sometime on Sept. 25. 
't' Officers assisted.the Sheriff's Depart-
ment with a personal injury motor ve-
hicle accident at the intersection of 
Coddington Road and 968. 
't' Bangs Ambulance responded to Ter-
race Dining Hall and transported a stu-
dent who had fallen down the stairs. 
't' Bangs Ambulance responded to the 
Towers area for a person experiencing 
chest pains. Transport was made to 
Tompkins Community Hospital. 
't' Bangs Ambulance responded to Hill 
Center and transported a student to 
Tompkins Community Hospital for treat-
ment after the student was injured while 
playing an organized sport in Hill Center. 
't' Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for the harassment of another 
student in a campus residence hall. 
THE PARENT CAREER FORUMS 
scheduled for Saturday morning of 
Parents Weekend 
have been cancelled due to unforeseen 
circumstances. As a substitute, we will 
be holding a 
Career Planning and 
Placement Open House 
from 10-11 a.m., 
First Floor Gannett Center. 
Stop by our office with your parents 
and check out our services. 
Refreshments served. 
PARENTS 
WEEKEND 
Hillel Brunch 
Sunday e 10 a.m. • E~erson Suites 
If your folks aren't here, you 
still can come with your 
meal card. JOIN US! 
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Tuesday,October1 
't' Four students were referred Jor judi-
cial action for the use and possession of 
marijuana in a campus residence hall. 
't' Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Terrace 7 for a·fire alarm. Cause of the 
alarm was determined to be a smoke 
detector activated by cigarette smoke. 
T A complaint was filed regarding the 
tampering and attempted theft of food 
products from a vending machine in 
Terrace 3-A side stairwell. 
Wednesday,October2 
't' Three students were referred for judi-
cial action for the use and possession of 
marijuana 
't' Two students filed complaints regard-
ing thefts that occurred in the students' 
residence hall room in the East Tower. 
Unknown persons entered the room 
while it was unattended and unlocked. 
Five dollars in cash was taken and dam-
age was caused to some property in the 
room. 
't' A Ford car stereo, reported as being 
found in L-Lot, was turned in to Campus 
Safety. 
't' Campus Safety filed additional 
We Pay Your 
Parking in the 
Dryden Road 
Parking Ramp 
't' Two non-students were ordered off 
the campus after being found soliciting 
T-shirts in residence halls without a so-
licitation permit. 
Thursday, October 3 
't' Campus Safety and Life Safety re-
sponded to the 0-Lot construction area 
for a reported chemical spill. Diesel fuel 
that had spilled as a result of a ruptured 
saddle tank was cleaned up and con-
tained by the Life Safety Division. 
't' A student reported the theft of the 
student's purse and contents from the 
Towers Dining Hall area. Theft occurred 
between 12:30 and 1 p.m. on Oct 2. 
Safety Tip: 
Report any suspicious person or inci-
dent immediately to the Office of Cam-
pus Safety at 274-3333. Report strang-
ers who loiter in and around campus 
residence halls or who loiter in public 
areas for a long periods of time. 
401 Eddy Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
272-7255 
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Tater- tots· iliay soon 
fertilize South Hill 
By Avi Schaeffer "M l d Leftovers in IC dining halls ost peop e o not 
may soon become fertilizer if a understand 
new composting plan goes into . comp_osti-ng, so if we 
effect · l t d l 
Th Ian uld
. 
1 
zmp emen e .our pan. 
ep wo mvo,verecy- . ld d 
cling excess and uneaten food in we cou e ucate 
IC'sthreedininghalls,andusing people about the 
then_iaterialforavarietyofland- biological process. 
scapmg purposes. Al ld ,I+. 
"C ttn· • b"odegradin so, we cou oJJ er a 
ompos g1s 1 g . • d d" 
anything natural. in a process mznz-course e z-
thatoperatesbytakingfoodfrom cated to composting 
the earth and then returning it to in the Environmental 
theearth," LaurieGoldstein '93, St d" · ,, 
student coordinator of the recy- U zes minor. . 
cling program. said. -Al Cohan~, coordin~tor 
The composting program is of auxilary services 
based on a similar plan currently ture in the excess food, which 
in place at the Frost Valley causes it to biodegrade more 
YMCA Day Camp. which serves quickly, according to Goldstein. 
food to approximately 1,000 Coordinatorof AuxiliarySer-
campers during the summer vices Al Cobane discussed the 
months. possible uses of composted 
"Obviously, we 're looking at foods. "It can be used as top 
theprojectonamuchlargerscale, dressing for fields, potting soil, 
possibly as much as 500 tons of or bedding for new plants.,, 
food per day," Goldstein said. ''Thecompostingoptionisfar 
The actual composting pro- superior to putting the food in a 
cess involves retaining the mois- landfill," Cobane said. 
Ithaca College :would use all of·:· 
_ the fertilizer and other materials 
that it gets from composting. ori 
campus for its own use, according 
to Goldstein. . 
The composting process would 
take place inside a building built 
specifically-for that process, and 
according to Cobane, "it's not go-
ing to cause an _odor of any kind." 
Other advantages to 
composting include reducing the 
amount that IC pays to dispose of 
its leftover food, decreasing the 
amount of new fertilizer that Ithaca 
must buy each year, and using it as 
an educational tool. 
"Most people don't understand 
composting,soif we implemented 
our plan we could educate people 
about the biological process. Also, 
we could offer a mini-course dedi-
cated to composting in the Envi-
ronmental Studies minor," Cobane 
said. 
According to Goldstein, "Mo-
bilized student support is needed 
to make composting a reality. 
People get so upset about the cost 
oftuition,and withoutcomposting 
we're throwing $112,770 a year 
out the window.'' 
Similar composting programs 
are currently in effect at Cornell 
University and St. Lawrence Uni-
versity. 
Note: 'Tliie~-Pliu 
The Ithacan will 
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The deadline for 
letters to the editor 
is also 5 p.m., Mon-
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--IC studies student retention 
By Jeff Selingo · -- \ · 
Ithaca College Enrollment Plan-
ning Committee has been studying 
the retention rate of students over 
the past six years to better plan for 
future programs, according to Peter 
A. Stace, dean of admission and 
enrollment planning: 
"Retention .. was one issue the 
committee studied. We wanted to 
see· what pfompted students to 
leave," Stace said ... 
The committee studied students 
from 1982 through 1987 who began 
their sophomore year at IC. 
The over 9,000 students were 
divided into 252 differentcategories 
· based on their characteristics, ac-
cording to Stace. · 
Thelowestrateof attrition among 
those categories was the division 
that included exploratory students 
with Scholastic Aptitude Test (SA 1) 
scores over 1150 and who did not 
request financial aid. 
The 36 students included in the 
category had a dropout rate of 54 
percent, Stace said. "If th_ere was a 
likely group to dropout these would 
be the students," Stace said. 
Students in this category have 
SAT scores high enough to get into 
many competitive colleges, are not 
involved in a particular program 
that keeps them here and the cost is 
''l-f.(re: r~vi~ing a 
series .. of_ pr_oposals to 
eve1i;1i1tfJrove_ o,:i the . 
curte;it retentio_ri rate." 
-Peter A. Stace 
-dean of admission and 
enrollment planning 
not a main issue with these stu-
dents~ ·he said. · 
Students studying physical 
therapy had the highest return rate 
on the campus. Stace credited this 
to the reputation of the program and 
the ·student's commitment to it 
Over the last three years, IC had 
a return rate of 84 percent. Among 
those students with SATsover 1150 
the return rate is 87 percent, accord-
ing to Stace. "We're reviewing a 
series of proposals to even improve 
on the current rentention rate." 
. One of the . areas the college 
would like to focus their efforts on 
is helping students find others with 
similar interests, according to Stace. 
"Keeping students is not a goal 
in itself,. like providing quality pro-
grams. We should noJ set out to 
hold people here, because students 
have a world of choices and IC may 
not be the place for. them," .Stace 
said. 
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MOVIES PRESENTS 
EE THE ORIGINAL 'PSYCHO' 
UNCUT! THE VERSION TV 
IDN'T DAR 
SHOW!-
r--------------------~ FRIDAY-October 11 SATURDAY-October 12 I 
' 7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. I 
THE SILENCE THE SILENCE 
OF THE LAMBS OF THE IAMBS I 
9:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m. I 
THE SILENCE OF THE SILENCE I 
THE LAMBS OF THE LAMBS I 
SUNDAY- October 13 I 
2:00 p.m. I 
THE SILENCE I 
OF THE LAMBS I 
7:00 p.m. 
PRICE PSYCHO II 
Fri. & Sat - $3.00 :~:t:umo PLACE I 
Sun. - $2.00 Textor 102 L~-----~-~-:-----~---~ 
I;" 
PRESENTS 
- . -
"Cause of Death ... A large with anchovies" 
OIIA-HLIE 
IIA-LL 
VMTV Half Hour Comedy Hour 
V A&E "Evening at the IMPROV" 
v'The Comedy Channel 
TONIGHT • FREE TO ALL 
·.·· 9:00 J}.m.e Pub/Coffeehouse 
. -Quality-comediennes· and more of them!!! ! 
& don't forget. .... 
Voices· Unlimited 
-INTERNATIONAL 
RHYTHM 
·_-'Yatch the world come alive on stage Oct9ber 12. 
BOSTON . . ~PHILADELPHIA . . ~ WASHINGTON D . C ~ . NEW YORK -CITY . .. LONG ISLAND · 
-:-No-refundsafterWedriesday 16.If TJMYE· - L 
30 seats are not filled by Monday, - . · -
· October 14, buses may be cancelled. · . . 
r---------------------7 I - TICKETS ON SALE I 
1 
10 p.m. to 2 p.m. _in the Student Uriion 
1 Thursday & Friday: October 3 & 4 1 Monday, October 7 - Friday, October 11 1 
IL Monday, October 14 - Wednesday, October 16 _JI 
---------------------
1U 'I'~ HHAt,;AN vca:uoer .1u .. .1~ .1 
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OPINION 
Faculty handbook 
is long overdue 
The current uncertainty smrounding the proposed faculty handb<?<>k-
-which has remained in limbo for 34 years-raises questions about the 
motives of President Whalen and the Board of Trustees. 
The most basic question is, "Why isn't there a handbook?" 
Many colleges and universities have faculty handbooks as a matter 
of course. They serve to standardize issues of concern for both faculty 
and administrators. Such issues would obviously include course load, 
tenureship, sabbatic leave, curriculum and the like. Handbooks also 
protect all faculty from inequities that may occur. For example, 
Professor Doe in the Physics department would be guaranteed the 
same provisions--based on the handbook--that Dr. Davis has in the 
business school. 
Currently at Ithaca College, this equity may be lacking. A faculty 
member has no definite way of knowing what his role as teacher at IC 
encompasses, and if the expectations placed upon her are relatively the 
same as those placed upon fellow faculty. 
The faculty council handbook committee has worked meticulously 
on handbook drafts since 1985, indicating that the facul_ty has done its 
part to make the essential document a reality. 
The handbook's future now lays with the Board of Trustees, which 
has been reviewing the book since August and is expected to issue a 
statement on the matter any day now. 
The Board should have demanded a handbook for IC faculty years 
ago to make sure that adminis1ration and faculty-abide by standards set 
forth in the book and ultimately fulfill the educational aims of the 
college. Moreover, college administrators should be able to provide 
potential faculty with a more comprehensive look at Ithaca College 
through the handbook. 
President James J. Whalen has indicated that he would like com-
plete amendment power if the handbook were to be approved. And he 
undoubtedly has more influence than the Faculty Council when dealing 
with the Board. 
But the President's request is a dubious one: Why is he unwilling to 
let the Faculty Council update and improve a document that it spent 
years formulating'? 
One could interpret the President's unreasonable motion as a way of 
keeping the proposed handbook in limbo. Af~r all, the Board takes bis 
advice far more seriously than it does student or faculty input. And 
keeping the handbook in the "proposal stages" would allow Whalen 
and his vice presidents to maintain certain administrative·powers that 
stem from a fragmented faculty policy. Without written standards in 
the fonn of a faculty handbook, the President and .central administra-
tors have more extensive powers in detennining such issues as course 
load, faculty responsibilities and cwriculum, issues that should be 
detennined primarily by faculty members. 
It is now time for the Board of Trustees to signal that it is truly 
concerned with the educational goals of Ithaca College. By looking 
past President Whalen's power games and approving the faculty 
handbook, the Board can state that it understands how important 
faculty input is to the educational fabric of Ithaca College. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
The ITHACAN 
The Ithaca College student newspaper, 
published weekly in the 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, Room 269. 
STEALTH HOUSING STEALTH EPUCATION 
[ LETTERS 
Student questions hall exJ)erintent 
To the editor: 
I was disturbed by last wee~'s 
news about an RA who conducted 
an ethnic diversity program, and I 
do not even live in the East Tower. 
The idea was good: show students 
firsthand what racism feels like. 
But I can think of no good way to 
demonstrate this point on students. 
Even when a person com!llits a 
violent crime, our . colli'tS do not 
punish him with "an eye for an 
eye." 
But I don't want to imply tllat. 
Sharon Swimmer is a bad.RA. Far 
from iL I blame Residential Life. 
As I understand it, RAs must pro-
pose their ideas for hall pro grains to 
Residential Life. It scares me that 
this proposal was approved. What 
if my RA should decide to do the 
same thing'? 
I also have a hard time under-
standing why the ,All College Re- I keep thinking of how degrading it 
view Board For Human Subjects would be to have to shower in pub-
Research did not raise its voice licview.Ifourcollegecailgetaway 
against this farce. Oh yes I J.a:low-- with this, what else can they get 
it wasn't a "project foi: ~dent re- away with? 
search." But this seems like a tech- In my four years here, hall pro-
nicality tome. Rules are not subject grams have always been voluntary. 
to change every time a person feels Students were told what to expect 
her_ message is- more important. I ahead of time and they didn't have 
am.also certain that, had a group of to participate. I keep thinking of a 
studentsnotassociatedwiththead- fourth grade exercise-_to show us 
ministration.decided to put on such what being blind was like; we were 
a demonstration, they would have -all blindfolded~- bu~ only -after we 
been. rightfully. sanctioned .by. the : -had been ,told .. what- was :coming. 
Office of Judicial Affairs. Why is That exercise .did. what Julie 
Residential Life any diff.erent? Robinson, ~ho was quoted in the 
I keep~gwhatwouldhave Ithacan article, would have wanted: 
happened if I had ·been ·told I it brought us together. Why can't 
couldn'tshowerinagivenstalland Ithaca College residence hall pro-
forced to gi_ye my ID when caught grams on the topic of racism do the 
I keep asking myself whether hav- same? 
ingmyRAscaremethatwaywould 
really havetaughtmeanything. And 
W. Benjamin Bangs 
TV-Radio '92 
lthacan·article was careless 
To the editor: -
I am writing to you in response 
to Dickon Geddes' article regard-
ing my golf performance last week. 
I was surprised and disappointed to 
see the Ithacan participating in the 
lowest form of.yellow journalism. 
The purpose of a newspaperis to 
inform its readers of pertinent news, 
not slander a member of the com-
munity. I have been a top perfonn-
ing member of Ithaca College's 
varsity golf team for four years. 
Is not everyoneentitilf:Cl to a bad 
day, or is Geddes suggesting we 
must all be perfect? I was not re-
moved from the' first team and, in 
fact, competed against Elmira this 
past Saturday. I will also be com-
peting on Monday at Binghamton 
andattheECACqualifieronThurs-
day. ' 
As a member of the IC commu-
nity, I'd be more concerned about 
the Ithacan. A nigh golf score is 
forgiveable, irresponsible journal-
ism isn't. 
Jeffrey M. Wexler 
Accounting '92 Editorial: 274-3207 Advertising: 274-3208 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
October 10 
Academic Cabinet meeting, Cam-
pus Center Conference Room, 9 
a.m.-noon. 
SAB sign-ups for fall break buses, 
Egbert Hall lobby, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. -
Centennial Committee meeting, 
meeting, Campus-Center South - SAB Films presents The Silence 
Meeting Room, 1:15 p.m. : . of the Lambs, 102 Textor Hall, 7 
Community Service· Network 
Executive Board· meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 6:30 
p.m. 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p'.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landori Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members welcome. 
and9p.m. 
Depa,rtment of Theatre Arts pre-
sents A Chorus Line, Clark The-
atre, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Concert Band and Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Campus Center South Meeting InternationalClubrneeting,Cam-
Room, 11 a.m. · pus Center South Meeting Room, 
Kappa Gamma Psi Response 
Night, Terrace 12A Lounge, 10 
p.m. 
Senior yearbook portrait sign-up, 
Campus Center lobby, 11 a.m. - I 
p.m. . 
8p.m. African Latino Society party, 
SAB Comedy Night with Charlie Egbert Dining Hall, 10 p.m. 
Hall, Pub/Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. 
Faculty Colloquim Series, Cam- ALS Hispanic Heritage Month 
pus Center North Meeting Room, presentation, Clark Lounge, 8 p.m. 
11:45 a.m. 
Saturday, 
October 12 
Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cation presents Herbert Ponting: 
Rachel S. Thaler Concert Pia-
nist Series, Garrick Ohlsson, pi-
ano, guest recital, For~ Hall Audi-
torium, 8:15 p.m. 
Catholic. Community Mass, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 10:15 am. 
Protestant Community Parents' 
Weekend Workshop Service, 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 11 a.m. 
Hillel meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
SAB Films, The Silence of the 
Lambs,102 Textor Hall, 2 p.m. 
Leave it to Beaver Nature.Walk, 
Buttermilk Falls State Park, 5:30 
p.m. 
BI.G .A.L.A. meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel , 6:30 p.m. 
AB Films, Psycho, 102 Textor 
Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Monday, 
. October 14 
Tuesday 
October 15 
H&S chairs' meeting, Campus 
Center North Meeting Room, 11 
a.m. 
Residential Life Staff Input Board 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, noon 
Campus Center Executive Staff 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room 3:30 p.m. 
Campus Center Managers' meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,6p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, Pioneer Cinematographer & 
Damn Fool, by Dennis Lynch, as-
sistant dean, Park 220, noon. 
Parents Career Forum, Campus 
CenterClarkLounge,Klingenstein 
Lounge, and South Meeting Room, 
10:30 a.m. Contact Career Plan-
ning and Placement for more de-
tails. 
Admissions office presents Discov- 6:30 p.m. 
Career, Planning and Placement 
seminar, How to Find a Jo~, Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
noon. 
Friday, 
October 11 
ery Days. CampusCrusadeforChristmeet-
PRSSA meeting, Campus Center ing, Campus Center North Meeting 
Senior Violin Recital, Ford Hall DeMotte Room, 6:30 p.m. , Room, 7 p.m. 
M L W k h . Auditorium, 2 p.m. odern anguages or s op, 
Emerson Suites, 9 a.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council National Coming Out Day rally, 
meditation session, Muller Chapel Free Speech Podium, noon. 
Sanctuary, noon. 
Department of Theatre Arts pre-
sents A Chorus Line, Clark The-
atre, Dillingham Center, 2 and 8 
p.m. 
AIDS Working Group Film Series, Faculty Council meeting, Campus 
Campus Center Clark Lounge, 7 Center South Meeting Room, 7:30 
p.m. p.m. 
A.M.A.ExecutiveBoardrneeting, SABsign-upsforfallbreakbuses, Hispanic Food Taster, ALS Of-
Campus Center Conference Room, Egben Hall lobby, lO a.m.-2 p.m. fice, West Tower lobby, 5 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
recruiters' meeting, Campus Cen-
ter DeMoue Room, 7 p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. 
noon. 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and. Selection meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room; noo_n. 
Senior yearbook portrait sign- Kumba Parents Weekend Show, 
ups,CampusCenterlobby, 11 a.m.- Muller Chapel, 7 p.m. 
lp.m. 
Interviews forlthaca College Lon-
, don, Center.; ,Campus-_, Centet 
; . DeMotie·Rooin, noon-and 4 p.m. 
Pre-law Society meeting,' Friends 
209, 12:lOp.m, 
Voices Unlimited presents "Inter-
national Rhythm" sneak preview, 
Pub/Coffeehouse, 12:15, 2, and 8 
p.m. Free admission. 
Orientation Steering Committee 
Student Recital, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, '1 p.m. 
. Senior-Happy Hour; Pub/Coffee-
. house, 4~7 p.m. . : · 
;, 
Interviews for Ithaca College 
London Center, Campus Confer-
~nce Room, noon and 4 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m. 
SAB Films~ The Silence of the 
Lambs,102TextorHall,7and9:30 
p.m. 
Symp)u:micBandandJazzWork-
. shop, ·Ford Hall AudiOO!ium,·8:15 
p.m. 
Sunday, 
October 13 
Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Hillel Bagel Brunch, Emerson 
D. · Hall 7 15 m Suites, 10 am. mmg , : p .. 
Parish Council meeting, Laub 
Meeting Room, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
ICES meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 8 p.m) · ' -
Faculty reci~, ·Mary Ann Covert, 
chamber music, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 8:15 p.m. 
Delta Phi Zeta meeting, Terrace 
One Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 
12ALoun e 9 m 
- I 
Parents• Weekend events -
I Friday, October 11 
Noon -9 p.m. Registration, North Foyer, Philips Hall. 
4;30 -7:30 p.m. Dinner.campus dining halls (cash basis) 
5:30 • 9 p.m. Dinner, Tower Club. 
6:00 p.m. Evening of gymnastics and dance, Ben light Gym, Hill Center, tickets 
required. · 
6:00 • 7:00 p.m. Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller Chapel. 
7:00 p.m. Movie, Textor 102, Silence of the Lambs. 
8:00 p.m. Musical, Hoerner Theatre, Dillingham Center, tickets required. 
8;15 p.m.Concert, Ford Hall Auditorium, tickets required. 
9:00 p:m. Evening of gymnastics and dance, Ben light Gymansium, Hill Center, 
tickets required. . -
9:30 p.m. Movie, Textor 102, Silence of the Lambs 
!Saturday, October 12 
-8:00 • 9:30 a.m. Breakfast, Egbert Dining Hall (cash basis). 
9:00 a.m .• 2:00 p.m. Registration, North Foyer, Philips Hall. 
9:00-10:30 a.m. IC Open House. 
9:30 • 10:30 a.m. _Sfide presentation, TV Lounge A, Egbert Hall. 
10:00 a.m .• 2;00 p;m. ·Exhibition, _Handwerker Gallery. 
10:30 -11 :30 a.m. Parents Career Forums. 
· 10:30 • 11:30 a.m. London Center sfide presentation, Williams 202. 
-10:30. noon Hillel shabbat Service, Muller Chapel. 
11:00 a.m. · 1:30 p.m. Parents lunchaon, Hill Center, tickets required. 
'--
11 :30 -2:00 p.m. Lunch, Tower Club, reservations required. 
12:45 -1 :45 p.m. ·Department of theatre arts reception, Studio 2 Dillingham 
Center. 
' 1 :30 p.m. Varsity Football game, South Hill Field, tickets required. -
2:00 p.m. Musical, Hoerner Theatre, Dillingham Center, tickets required. 
4:00 • 6:00 p.m. President's reception, Emerson Suites, Philips Hall. 
4:30 -6:30 p.m. Dinner, campus dining halls, cash basis. 
7:00 p.m: Roy H. Park School of Communications Banquet, Hill Center. 
7:00 p.rn. Movie, Textor 102, Silence of the Lambs 
8:00 p.m. Musical, HoernerTheatre Dillingham Center, tickets required. 
8:00 p.m. Kuum·ba Repertory Threatre show, Muller Chapel. 
8:00 p.m. Beat of the Future, Pub/Coffeehouse, Philips Hall. 
8:15 p.m. Symphonic· Band and Jazz Workshop, Ford Hall Auditorium, Tickets 
· required. 
·. 9:00 p.m. • midnight, Dance, Emerson Suites. 
I Sunday, October 13 
10:00 a.m. • 1 :00 p.m. Hillel Bagel Brunch, Emerson Suites, Phinps Hall. 
10:00 a.m. • 1 :30 p.rn. Brunch, campus dining halls, tickets required: 
10:15 am. Cathofic mass, Ford Hall Auditorium. 
11 :00 a.m. Protestant worship service, Muller Chapel. 
1 :00 p.m. Catholic mass, Muller Chapel. 
1 :00. 9:00 p.m. Swimming, Hill Center.pool. 
1 :30 p.m. Concert, Ford Hall Auditorium, tickets required. 
Sign Language Club meeting, 
Philips Room, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
Student Government Association 
Congress meeting, North Meeting 
Room, 8: 15 p.m. 
Faculty recital, Ithaca Wind Quin-
tet,Ford Hall A!-lditorium,8: 15 p.m. 
-Wednesday; -
-octob~t 16 
Block I ends 10 p.m.; fall break 
begins. 
Personnel Service retirement plan 
seminar, Campus_ Center North 
Meeting Room, 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Campus Center and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 10 a.m. 
Humanities and Sciences Course 
Instruction meeting, Campus Cen-
ter South Meeting Room, 3-4 p.m. 
Human Subjects Research 
Committee meeting, Campus Cen-
t~r Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. 
Overeaters' AnonymousSupport 
Group meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Center, 3:30 p.m. 
Tompkins County Alliance for · 
Peace in the Middle East meets 
Wednesday's at the Presbyterian 
Church. Forrnoreinfonnation,con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
General 
Announcements 
ITHACA VAX computer system 
will be unavailable from S p.m .• 
Oct. 16 until 8 a.m. Oct. 21. 
BITNET will also be unavailable 
during that period. 
All ACS labs will close at 10 p.m. 
OcL 16. Friends 110 Lab will be 
open on Oct 17 and 18 from 8:30 
a.m.-5 p.m., OcL 19 from noon-5 
p.m., and Oct. 20 from 2-11 p.m. 
Regular hours resume OcL 21. 
The Park School or Communica-
tions Photography gallery pre-
sents Ungarded Tour. ari exhibit 
by Qµ-ole Topalian, through Oct 
19. 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
A vendor's paradise: Local crafts, exotic foods abound at the Ithaca Farmers' Market 
By Adam Heroux 
Even as one drives into the park-
ing lot. a sense of infonnality is 
evident. The dirt parking lot lined 
with chrysanthemums and foxglove 
typifies the down-to-earth atmo-
sphere that is present. Welcome to 
the Ithaca Farmers' Market 
Immediately after stepping into 
the open air pavilion, the senses are 
flooded with the vibrant colors of 
the fall harvest, smells of baked 
goods, and the sound of relaxed 
chatter. On some days, live music 
and entertainment for all ages is 
provided. 
products sold come from farms and 
craftsman· within a thirty mile ra-
dius of Ithaca, making the bond 
with the community that much 
stronger. 
Booths are set up so as to allow 
vendors to pull their cars and trucks 
right up to where they want their 
display to be. The size of the dis-
plays vary; large cases featuring 
apples and cider may be situated 
right next to small card tables offer-
ing handmade jewelry or home-
made wines and beverages. 
According to Anne Elrod, an 
employee of the Ithaca Farmers' 
Market {IMF), things were not al-
ways so elaborate. "The market · 
started about 17 years ago, in the 
Agway parking lot," said Elrod. 
"When it started, the market only 
offered produce. Thanks to a grant 
from the state in 1986, we were able 
to expand, and build the pavillion." 
'·'\ 
Browsing through the market 
offers the visitor any number of 
fruits and vegetables, with an em-
phasis on the autumn crops, such as 
apples and pumpkins. But produce 
is not all the market has to offer. 
Also featured are pastries and 
breads, various ethnic foods, in-
cluding Japanese and Middle East-
ern dishes, and varying crafts, such 
as pottery, quiltworks, and dried 
flower arrangements. 
Betsy Mann, owner and opera-
tor ofBetsy's Briarpatch and mem-
ber of the IMF since 1981, has also 
m;>ted some changes over they~. 
"Saturdays used to be more like 
Sundays; a lot slower and easier to 
getabooth. Asyoucansee(motions 
around her), that's changed." 
Ithacan/Adam Riemer 
Vendors at the Ithaca's Fanner's Market offer a wide variety of delicacies. · 
Shoppers at the Market are 
unhurried; even children don't seem 
to mind the slow pace. People are 
not discouraged from bringing their 
pets; some people might be lucky 
enough to receive a one when 
someone needs to give them away. 
One of the things that makes the 
Farmers' Market unique is that all 
Mann recalls a customer from a 
few years ago who was vacationing 
in Ithaca "The woman said to me 
'Someone told me that the high-
light'of my trip would be. the Farm-
ers'Marlcet Andyouknow,itwas."' 
Mann believes that "Ithaca should 
be proud of the Market." 
_ Patronsareencouraged to browse 
through the market, even if only to 
soak in the atmosphere. People may 
stop to admire the work of a portrait 
artist, or sample some of herbed 
cheeses produced at a nearby dairy. 
As one vendor puts it, ''The market 
is something you experience rather 
than you go and see." 
The Market is tucked away be-
hind Grossman's warehouse on 
Third Street, and is also accessible 
via the Steamboat Landing at the 
Cayuga Lake inlet The Market is 
open, rain or shine, Saturdays, April 
through December, from 9 AM to 2 
PM; Sundays, June through Octo-
ber, from 11 AM to 3 PM; and 
Tuesdays, Mid-May through No-
vember, 9 AM to 1 PM, on Buffalo 
and Cayuga streets. 
For more infonnation, write to: 
IFM, P.O. Box 6575, Ithaca, NY 
14851-6575. 
Jesus Jones 
resurrects 
rock 'n roll 
L .·._ k•- .. :'· · .. ·. : .. · .fJl.'. ·. :·. ··'th·,,:c. ·.- . oo 1ng 1·or- e · 
best dining deals 
By Randy Zagorin 
When Jesus Jones took the stage 
at Cornell's Bailey Hall last Sun-
day night. they lt.Jt no doubt about 
their ability to command an audi-
ence. The pacing of the concert 
raced as Jesus Jones began to play 
"Move Mountains," which was 
then followed by "International 
Bright Young Thing." 
jREVIEW 
By the time Jesus Jones con-
cluded these two songs it seemed as 
though the crowd could hardly con-
tain its excitement 
Mike Edwards, lead singer-gui-
tarist, and Barry D., keyboardist, 
By Geoffrey Colo and Laura 
Fiechtinger 
The Ithaca ·commons offers six 
restaurants to choose from, each 
unique in style and tastes. These 
restaurants offer excellent choices 
for the coming Parents Weekend or 
any dining occasion. 
The Commons 
Simeon's is a favored choice of 
many, due to its unique varied menu 
and relaxing atmosphere. Its offer-
ings are· appropriate for lunch or 
dinner, and range from fantastic 
soups and salads to a delicious se-
lection of sandwiches and classic 
entrees. 
teased the audience by walking to· Marvel over their one-of-a-kind 
the edge of the stage where those sandwiches like the Clinton House 
fans who were lucky enough to get a b?neless br~t of chicken topped 
firstorsecondrowseatscouldreach which -fresh spmach, broccoli, to-
out and touch them as they played. mato and melted Cheddar cheese 
The fifth song of the concert, on toasted garlic bread. Entrees 
"RightHere,RightNow,"thesingle range from Chicken Florentine 
that reached number 3 on Paprika, or Pesto to Giner-Lim~ 
Billboard's Hot 100 chart, raised Scallops and Shrimp Scampi. They 
are under the same ownership, but 
their offerings and atmosphere dif-
fer greatly. 
Ragman's dark wood. interior, 
and lighting give way to a quiet, 
soothing atmosphere. Their menu 
focus's on specialty sandwiches, 
soups, salads and French bread 
pizza. Some samples: TheAvacada, 
sliced avocado, tomato, red onion, 
alf alf asprouts and melted Monterey 
Jack with Russian dressing on 
toasted wheat. or a roast beef, tur-
key, ham or tuna King of Clubs. 
Forget your calorie count when it 
comes to dessert and try their Fudge 
Nut Brownie Sundae, you won't be 
disappointed. Ragman's offers a 
full-service bar to complement your 
meal. 
Prices are very reasonable, and 
range$2.75-$5.00forsalads,$3.50-
$5.25 for sandwiches. They're open 
seven days a we~k. Sun-Thurs 
llam.-10p.m.,Fp&Satll:30a.m.-
lam; _Ragnian's 273-5236 
the members of the audience who also serve pasta and gourmet pizza, 
were not yet standing ~_their feet and dessert. Their Chocolate The Other Side features a 
The band then began to play 'Mousse Layer Cake is sinful. In brighter, livelier atmosphere than 
some of their best songs offof their . , . , lthacai:, I Tor Seemann addition, Simeon's offers an ex ten- its counterpatt. It offers a variety of 
first album, Liquidizer, including JesusJones leadslngerMlkeEclwardscapturestheaudlence sive beer and winer t, d full interesting combinations, such as 
"I'm Burning" and "Never during Sunday's concert at Balley Hall. · service bar. IS an • barbecuedchicke~,andribs,adeli-
Enough." Just when the crowd be- live version of the song included a· of the show was during "Info . _ cious pick of piia pockets, and 
gan to calm, Jesus Jones performed break. between verses. when Freako," a :song off Liquidizer. Prices are very reasonable, and eggrolls $at are far from ordinary· 
"Real, Real, Real." . Edwards praised the ,display .win- Colorful spotlights illuminatedthe range from $3.50-$5.50.for salads Their '1'Ue speciality. however, is 
.. It was fo~~ed ~o~y "afte~ D)'. dow at the ·Comer Booksto~ _that . concert hall. projecting images $3.75-$4.75 for sandwiches,$8.95: their six ~once ~burgers wh_ich 
WeJcome Back V!~torta, a song , shows many of lhe ~ banried .taken _right off:lhe cover of their $13.95 !or entrees. They're open _ · rank among I~ca ~ top ten 1*t 
that1s ~bout the politi~ flow~ from Ii~~~ ~~~·~~bQrt _ -~~w -~b~ .f:?o,µ,t. _ se~en ~ys ~ 'Y~ ~m lla.m. ,to _ The ~ther Side also-offers a a full-~to~.-~~~.;'. ~~ro~., ~~~ m,e;aiJ_ •. , :. '.,-.-Mtet,~es'8~nes-fini~ed}.~ set 12:30~m'. Suneon's ~72-2212 · · · serv,-ce: bar. . . . 
. smgs, .. ~so-_~epen~~~--swm~ .. -clience,.thenJ~-:Jones finished ·- andle.ftthe$1p,1hecrowd-waited--- .. ·:. . ·. .·.--_ :-- • ---~·-. _. .. --· ... -- : · .... ·:- - · 
l>ack ~-•• and~ct;agam_you!~ ~. · 1he-isong~ =. ': ("·::·; ~i-:'p ,_,-: ~ • .~ '· ·::. _:·for-~'five minutes later, ~~'sand TJie Ot,ber _Side· > . · -Pnces· ~--v~ reasonable, ~d 
up;Vhatyoudon tun~--The Qne-ofthe~~~-higblights· · .. -.. ·:,·: : . . :.$ee-'Jones/ page 18 are~~tnextd9o(to~hotherancf :,.~S~::fro~-.$~+.~~:9S_for ,-~ 
. . . . - ,.,, .... , ...... --· _._. -·· =-···· --~., ... . . : ,·,:-·.-.-•,,, .... l·~- ··.' •••.•• ,_,,..,. ... :.~·-""· ,:.:,- <>,.,;,;,.,;c .. :- ··' > .... :,· --... . .. _;._ · ... ;~·:. ·.-· ~ ,. '-': ···::.,,~;·; ;_.!:~~-~~~~~:.!~~!~ 
·, .~ \(': \_ ., ~- .. ·,:. ~ \ .... , ,• , 
., ·: 'J' '•' 
I,.> I.I, I · •.f.r.11 .. 
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Topalain exhibit offers 'unguarded' realism 
By Dave ~etzler · for unguarded moments." Her sub- ..--------------. One such shot is of a man play- this environment even darker and ~ Man's coexi~tence ~ith !rls en- jects are ordinary and so is their I REVIEW I ing the bagpipes. In addition to the bleaker. 
vll'Ortmen_tandhr~r~~uonshrpwith environment. The people are not ._ __________ _. musician,alloftheonlookersare in Topalain uses straight-on cam-
other people -- this 1s Just one of the posed, they are not prepared for the out Topalain 's work. focus. Their expressions give clues era angles for the most part. These 
themesthatisdealtwithinanexcit- camera's presence. The camera Topalain's work is real. Her to theirreactiontotheman'splay- anglesfurtherdrawtheviewerinto 
ing new photo display at Ithaca almost seems to be an intrusion on subjects and theirenvironmentsare ing. Through deep focus the viewer the scene. The person looking at the 
College. private moments of the subject. true and are photographed in a way also becomes an onlooker. photo isn't being constantly re-
The Unnguarded Tour,anexhibit · One of the more striking photos that accentuates this realism. In Also contributing to the real is- minded that he/she is looking at a 
by Carole Topalain, is on display in in the collection is that of a woman addition to catching her subjects off tic feel of the photos is Topalain 's photograph with distracting cam-
the lobby ·of the Park School. on a park bench with her head in her guard she uses deep-focus to cap- choice to shoot in black and white. era angles. In a few of the shots 
Topalain's work is an excellent hands. The viewer is in1ruding into ture all that is happening within a For the most part, Topalain shoots Topalain ventures into the realm of 
example of photo realism. her private moment by looking at scene. Not only is the fore ground in street scenes. Black and white gives formalism. One particular shot is 
Topalain described her work in this photo. The woman is not posed focus but so is all that surrounds it the photos a gritty realism. The of a man at a newsstand who is 
a statement accompanying herpho- and not prepared for the camera. This use of deep focus draws the environment is dark and even a blurred so that his features are 
tos, "When I photograph, I search This type of int[Usionruns through- audience into the shot little bleak. Black and white makes See 'Photos,' page 14 
~=~:::iMf£.-::~;¥em~r====;~~;~t:·:-~ l·:~- =··:--1 ··::--==~~rr•-;~::;·~~•r:~=~aiiaiit:~~~:~=-=·· 
~iA~~;HST. ~! .. r~ Opens?8a~~ Vampires and. sleepwalkers 
273-711 O A Week 
Cornell Cinema focuses on German expressionism 
The most creative and artistic 
era of German film making was that 
between the World Wars. This 
month Cornell Cinema presents a 
retrospective of these films in a 
four-part series called: "German 
Cinema of the '20s and 30' s." Each 
film is representative of the emerg-
ing shift of the arts to Expression-
ism which rejected the established 
norms and emphasized a non-natu-
ralistic approach to the world. 
As Germany was picking up the 
pieces after WW I, the government 
created a nationwide studio system 
in 1917. Called the UFA, this stu-
dio would produce Germany's 
greatest films during the twenties 
and thirties. The emergence of Ex-
pressionism in the arts greatly af-
fected films in Germany. The films 
which emerged from this period 
used abstraction in set design, 
chiaroscoro (unnatural, shadowy) 
lighting, and dealt with psychologi-
cal themes. 
Ithaca College Theatre 
presents 
Broadway's most-s~ccessful musical. 
Co-produced with the School of Music. 
October 21-26, 1991 
Hoerner Theatre 
Diilingham Center for the Performing Arts 
'Bott office Open 'J{gw ! 
Hours: Monday-Friday, 12 noon· 5 p.m. 
Please note: This show contains language/situa_tions 
.. that, rrJaY not be ~uitable for a!l aud~e~ces. 
Call 274:-3224-!.:. 
.,- , -;..- ~- ... 
I REVIEW I 
The most famous and also earli-
est example of Expressionism in 
German film wasThe Cabinet of 
Dr. Caligari (1920). Thesetdesign 
of this film is its most interesting 
aspect It is composed of bizarre 
geometric shapes jutting out every 
which way giving a dream/night-
mare-like quality. Rooms have win-
dows with triangular shapes and 
walls run obliquely upward; 
lam posts are crooked and plants are 
made oflong, black strips of paper. 
In order to obtain the desired 
lighting effects, shadows and light 
were actually painted on the sets to 
give them a more eerie effect with-
out having to create them techni-
cally. The make-up is also unnatu-
ral and moody ,relying on such con-
ventions as putting dark circles 
around the eyes of the actors. 
The plot concerns a carnival 
show "magician" who brings to life 
a somnambulist (or sleepwalker) at 
will and directs him to terrorize the 
town. Although the plot has some 
interesting twists, it drags slightly, 
even though the running time is just 
over an hour. The silent film acting 
is somewhat stiff and overplayed as 
well. 
Cesare, the somnambulist, was 
played by Conrad Veight, who 
would later appear in such classic 
. films as The Thief of Baghdad 
(1940) and Casablanca (1942). 
Robert Wiene's direction is fairly 
weak and the pacing very slow. I tis 
this slow pacing which probably 
leads the film to drag. The set de-
sign, of this film is what gives its 
classic status. 
Nosferatu (1922) was directed 
by one of the most prolific of the 
German directors of this time,F .W. 
Mumau. It is a variation of Bram 
Stoker's novel Dracula with Max 
See 'Vampires,' page 16 
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·•ceremony' celebrates the.next step for the:cutt 
By-Mike_Simonoff Toe band has always relied on psychedelic edge.Electric bore!f1e American culture - al~ays a lyri-. 
ToeqwetestaspectofTheCult's the strength of their music rather distinctmarkingsofproducerRick cal source on each previous album 
latest ~bum Ceremony was its in- than the sophistication of their lyr- Rubin's stripped-down approach to •• has stePped forward to~ cen-
conspicuous release nearly two ics, and the trend remains the same in-your-face rock 'n' roll, and Toe ter sta~e on Cere!"°ny. ~ picture of 
weeks ago. Even dedicated Cult on Ceremony. They make good on Cult had seemingly left their wah- . a Native Amencan child on the 
fans, it seems, were taken by sur- their mono 'earth, soul, rock 'n • wah pedals .. and other psychedelic album cover makes no bones about 
prise. Toe Cult have again risen roll,'emblazonedonaphotointheir effectsbackintheirnativeEngland that. 
from the ashes of yet another per- liner notes. The title track "Cer- for good. The result was a raw, . W!13t ~e .Cult have given us 
_sonnel shake-up like the phoenix emony," which opens the album, basic sound reminiscent of early this nme IS another collection of 
they referred to on their 1986 al- starts with an instrumental piece AC/DC. w~ll-constructed ~cks flavored 
bum Love. akin to a native American ritual The band's next release, Sonic with a taste of Native American 
It looked as if The Cult had song, but shifts powerfully into a Temple could be described as the history. Themostcompellingtrack 
reached the end of their rope when steady, pounding riff ·that works end product if Love and Electric onCeremony--andtheonethatbest 
long-time bassistJamie Stewart and very well and sets a clear tone for ,__ _________ ...., were combined. This album had the defines The Cult's body of work --
their most recent -- and most tal- the other tracks to follow. I REVIEW straight-up rock 'n' roll style of is entitled .. White." This song per-
ented-- drummer Matt Sorum, left Following"Ceremony" is the 1-.. -----------' Electric,butaddedelementsofthat fectly unifies Duffy's hypnotic 
the band. Sorum's exodus to Guns first single to be released, called deringabittoradiostationprogram "wall of sound" that was the stan- guitar, Astbury's compelling vo-
N' Roses was particularly prob- "Wild Hearted Son." Again, this directors around the nation, it still dard on Love. Ceremony seems to cals, ~ symphony string section, 
lematic because his powerful songisprefacedbyanindianritual holdsitsintegrityandshouldfulfill have picked up where Sonic and smcere drumming to create a 
drumming was an integral part of song called "The Grass Dance," the demands of fist-pumping Cult Temple left off; an album with a vividmentalimageinthelistener's 
1988's Sonic Temple, the group's performedbyTheAmericanindian fans. rock n' roll heart, but injected with head. The instrumental changes 
most successful album to date. We Dance Theater. Toe song then flows Toe Cult is a group unafraid of still more layers of rich and varied match the story Astbury weaves 
should have known beuer than to into Billy Duffy's delicate guitar. taking risks. They've gone through sounds. with his lyrics. and adds a classic 
leave this group for dead though, as Within his subdued playing is distinct metamorphoses on each of Interwoven within Ceremony third dimension to this song. 
the nucleus of The Cult has been thepremonitionofanimminentex- their U.S. releases: Love, Electric, are arrangements of acoustic gui- Otherparticularlynotabletracks 
singer Ian Astbury and guitarist plosion of powerful riffs, and we Sonic Temple, and now Ceremony. tar, organs, harmonica, and are ''Wonderland," "If," "Bangkok 
Billy Duffy since their earliest days are rewarded moments later. Al- Love was a rich collection of pow- melotone.Inaddition,IanAstbury's Rain," and "Indian.~ The first three 
as the Southern Death Cult though this song seems to be pan- erful, guitar-driven songs with a long-time fascination with native are all solid rock anth~ms, while 
See 'Cult,' page 18 
Photos----
continuec1 from page 13 
indistinguishable. It is an interest-
ing shot in that realism which is 
expressed in the environment is 
combined with fonnalism that of 
theblwredman. Topalain 'sstrength 
Jiesinherrealism,and although her 
use of formalism is interesting, it is 
not aseff ectiveasherrealistic shots. 
"My goal is honesty, 
sincerity ... and freshness of vision" 
said Topalain of her work in the 
statement Topalain succeeds in her 
goal as is made clear by this dis-
play. Her work is full of inspiration 
and vision and is worth taking a 
\oo'k a\. wm\el)assing through Park. 
WHAT IF YOU DOWT GET 
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL 
OF YOUR CHOICE? 
Sure, there are other schools. But why 
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their 
scores and their chancesofbemgadmit· 
ted into their first-choice schools. Fact 1s, 
no one has helped students score higher! 
LSA T & GRE classes begin 
Tuesday, October 22nd. 
GMAT classes begin 
Saturday, November 16th. 
For more information, 
please call 
277-3307 
or stop in at our 
New Location, 
U7 W. State St., 
Ithaca. 
JKAPLAN 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN fDUCATIONAl aNTER LTD. 
NEW IBM Educational Offerings 
IBM. PS/2• Model 30 286-U42 
*2MBmemoi-y 
*80286 (10 MHz) processor 
*4S MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.S" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8S 13 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS S.O 
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3.0 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.S 
Ordei:-#2499218 $1,699.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 55SX-U41 
*4MBmemory 
*80386SX (16 MHz) processor 
*40 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.S" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8513 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3. 0 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
·. *Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC \ficroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499219 $1,999.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX-T81 
*4MB memory 
"'80386SX (16 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook-1.5 
Order#2499220 $2,549 
Special Bonus Package: Buy your PSl2 before December 31, 1 ~9 _l and receive 
$1000 worth of valuable coupons. 
$100,000 fflM ".PS/2 Sweepstakes": Come for a free demonstration of the power of 
PS/2 and get an official entry blank for the $100,000 sweepstakes. 
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX-W81 
*4MB memory 
*80386SX (16 MHzJ processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
- *Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
*Microsoft Excel 3.0 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX . 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499221 $2;599.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 57 SX-3Tl 
*4MB- memory 
*80386SX (20 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive ·(l.44MB)-
*8515 Color Display _ 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3 .0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Windows Entertainment Pack ' 
*Asymetrix.ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499963 $3,299.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 57-3Wl 
*4MBmemory 
*80386SX (20 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.S" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display · 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1 1 
*Microsoft Excel 3.0 · 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499964 $3,349.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 43-3Tl 
*Lightweight Laptop with carrying ~ 
*2MBmemory 
*80386SX (20 MHz) processor 
*60 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*VGA LCD 'Display _ 
-~IBM Trackpoint. ~DOS 5~0-
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3 .O 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499230 $3;599.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-T81 
*4MB memory 
*80386 (25 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive _ 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse. *DOS S.O 
*Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499235 $4,199.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-W81 
_*4MB memory -
*80386 (25 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft··windows™3.0 -
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1 1 
*Microsoft Excel 3.0 · 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Ente,:tainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499237 $5,499.00 
Please inquire about Advanced 
Academ!c System Offerings, the 
Academic Presentation System, and 
the Roland Desktop Music system. 
!J!IPUterl.Gnd 
Authorized • Financing- available 
~=~r 371 Elmira Road through IBM's. 
Dealer Ithaca, NY 14850 Loan for Learnin ! 
These offerings are available only to qualified students, faculty and staff of educational institut" - Pri 
to availability. Prices arc sutiject to change and IBM may withdraw this offer.at any t" 'th ions. . ces do not include applicable sales tax. Orden arc subject 
t d rts f In . 1 B . .- ,me w, out nottce IBM PS/2 d M' 
ra ema o temationa usmess Machmes Corporation. Microsoft is II registered trade k f M" · • • an 1cro ChaMel arc registered 
Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. _hDC Windowa Utilities is II trademark in;~~ ,crosoft Corporation. Windows, Excel, and Word for 
Reference Software Intl .• METZ File fix is a trademark of Metz Sof\warc Consulting In ° 80386 Computer Corporation. Grammatik is a trademark of 
' c.. SX and 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corporatio~. 
~ .,, . _. . - ,. . 
~ 
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Movie Listings Oct. 10-17 
HOYT'S AT THE Sat. at 7, 9:30; Sun. at 2, 7, 9:30 
PYRAMID MALL CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 257-2700 phone 272-1256 
Necessary Roughness 
[PG13)- Fri. & Sat. at Barton Fink [RI-- Daily 7:15, 
12:S0(Sat. only),3:50, 6:40, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 2:15, 4:30 
9:10 &11:30; Daily at 12:50 Tlie Miracle [NRI-- Daily 9:35; (Sun.-Mon. only),3:50, 6:40 & Sat. & Sun. at 4:35 
9:30 
The Fisher King [R]- Fri. & Europa Europa [RI- Daily 
Tues.-Thurs. at 3:45, 6:30 & 7:20; Sat. & Sun. at 2:20 
9:30; Sat.-Mon. at 12:45, 
3:45, 6:30 &9:30 Dead Again [RI- Daily 9:35; 
Deceived [R]- Fri. & Sat. at Sat. & Sun. matinees at 4:35 
1 :15(Sat. only)4:15,6:50,9:20 
STATE THEATER & 11 :30; Daily at 1 :15 (Sun.-
Mon. only), 4:15, 6:50 & 9:20 phone 273-2781 
Shout- Fri. at 4:20; Sat-Mon. at 
1 :20 & 4:20; Tues.-Thurs. at 4:20 Frankie & Johnny- Daily at 7 
The Super- Fri. & Sat. at & 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees 
1 :30(Sat. only), 4:3~ 7:1 o, at2 
9:50 & 11 :55; Daily at 1 :30 Shattered- Daily at 7:15 & 
(Sun.-Mon. only)4:30, 7:1 o & 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2 
Ricochet-Fri. & Sat. 7:05, 9:45, FALL CREEK 11 :50; Sun.-Thurs. at 7:05 & 
9 4 5 phone 272-1256 
Ernest Scared Stupid- Fri. & 
-Sat. at 1 :1 0{Sat. only), 4:1 o, P;lrls Is Burning [NRI-
7:15, 9:25 & 11 :45; Daily 1 :10 Daily 7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun: 
{Sun.-Mon. only), 4:1 0, 7:15 & matinees at 2:15 & 4:30 
9·25 Terminator II [RI- Daily 7, Paradise- Fri. & Sat. at 
1 {Sat. only), 4, 7, 9:40 & 9:45; Sat.&Sun. matinees at 2 &4:30 11 :50; Daily 1 {Mon.only), 4 , 7 
&9:40 · The Doctor [RI- Daily 7:20; 
SABWEEKEND Sat, & Sun. matinees at 4:45 
MOVIES Boyz In the Hood [R)- Daily 4:45 
phone· 274-3383 
An Angel at my Table- Daily 
SIience of the Lambs- Fri. & 7; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2 
proudly presents ...... 
With sp~cial guests 
Fantasy of 'Fi.sher King,' 
twisted and imaginative 
By Michael Hutchinson 
Terry Gilliam has a hard time 
doing things halfway. Tolookathis 
past work-Time Bandits, Brazil, 
The Adventures of Baron 
Munchausen - is to indulge in an 
excess of fantastic plots and lavish 
budgets. Imagination, not box-of-
fice greed, drives Gilliam over the 
edge, a twisted imagination that has 
gained a cult following. His latest 
epic, The Fisher King, continues 
this bizarre tradition, and shows 
that Gilliam can condense his cin-
ematic ramblings into a powerful 
story. 
The Fisher King is a roller-
coaster ride through the life of Jack 
Lucas (Jeff Bridges), a radio talk-
show host whose on-air persona fits 
somewhere between Larry King and 
Howard Stern.Lucas glides through 
life riding his immense ego, 
downplaying any opposition with 
his signature phrase, "Hey, forgive 
me!" After one of his scathing on-
air remades inspires a listener to 
rampage through a yuppie restau-
rantwithashotgun, however.Lucas 
quits the business, finding that he 
can't forgive himself. 
Three years later, we find him 
living with his girlfriend Anne 
(Mercedes Ruehl) above the video-
rental store she owns, still condemn-
ing himself and hardly working. 
One night, after drunkenly quoting 
Nietzsche to a Pinocchio doll under 
the stars, and contemplating the di-
rection his life has taken, he decides 
to end it all. Then he meets Parry. 
!,.et me preface all of this by 
Movie 
Review 
The Fisher King 
The Ithacan rates movies from 1 
to 1 o, whh1 O being the best. 
saying that Robin Williams is a 
complete lunatic. Had he not be-
come a wildly successful actor, he 
surely would be relaxing at 
Camarillo by now. But to the ben-
efit of the American movie-view-
ing public, h_e remains among us, 
making side-splittingly funny films, 
and showing that he can handle the 
occasionalseriousroleaswell.Ever 
since"MorkandMindy,"Williams 
has been a Terry Gilliam film wait-
ing to happen. He is, needless to 
say, perfectly cast for the character 
of Parry, the knight-errant street 
person. 
Parry is the Errol Flynn of the 
homeless. He scares away vigilan-
tes by leading his homeless com-
rades in a rousing chorus of "How 
About You;" he talks to invisible 
"little people" who are shaping his 
destiny; he strips stark naked in the 
middle of Central Park at night for 
kicks. He lives in a candlelit boiler-
room grotto full of religious icons. 
Parry's goal in life is to attain 
two things. One is the love of Lydia 
(Amanda Plummer), a drab-look-
ing, spacey accountant that Parry 
follows ecstatically around the 
streets of New York. The other is 
the Holy Grail, which he maintains 
is kept in the library of a famous 
architect's home on Fifth Avenue. 
Thwarting him in both quests is the 
Red Knight, an evil, fire-spurting 
apparition that pursues Parry when 
he is under stress. 
Parry reveals that Lucas is "the 
One," the person whose coming the 
"little people" have foretold, the 
person who will help Parry win 
Lydia and theGrail.Lucasisfright-
ened by Parry's portentous talk. He 
tries to buy his way out of Parry's 
life, as he buys himself out of all his 
other obligations. He is drawn in 
permanently, though, when he 
learns that he has already been an 
instrument in Parry's life. 
Once a successful history pro-
f essor, Parry retreated into his fan-
tasy world when his beautiful wife 
was brutally murdered before his 
eyes - by Lucas'. deranged lis-
tener. Half out of feelings of guilt 
and responsibility, half out of in-
creasing fascination with Parry's 
vitality, Lucas joins Parry in his 
mythic and chivalrous quests. 
Cinematographer Roger Pratt 
keeps at the pair's heels as they 
chase Lydia and the Grail around 
the city. He captures Gilliam's 
storybook-fantastic scenes with dra-
matic flair. In one golden-lit scene, 
the five-o'clock crowds of Grand 
Central Station spontaneously grab 
partners and begin waltzing as Parry 
chases Lydia through the throng. 
Pratt transforms the Red Knight 
into a truly terrifying presence, seen 
See 'Fisher,' page 18 
SPflCE. TIME & FffffTflSY 
fl GIFTSHOP FOR.THE NEW AGE 
FEflTORING 
HOLOGRAMS CRVSTflLS 
ART PRINTS JEWELRY COLLECTIBLES 
AND THE 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27 
at 8 11.n1. 
CLASSIC SCOLPTORE OF M. PENA 
107 The Commons Ithaca, New York 14850 607-273-1187 
BAILEY HALL, CORNELL UN(YERSITY 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
$13/$15 for CU students 
(2 ti~kets per ID) 
AT WILLARD STRAIGHT HALL 
$15/$17 for the General Public 
,, 
· Available at Willard Straight _Hall Ticke! Office 
· Rebop Records, Ithaca Compact Disc 
and allTicketmaster outlets (l-800-382-8080) 
Sponsored in part by Student Assembly 
CJ) 
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CJ) 
Remember these dates: 
October ~, &, I, 1 o, 11, 
21,22,23,24,25 
These are the days you can sign up 
for your senior portrait - the picture 
that will be used in the 1991-92 edition 
of The Cayugan. 
Sign up in the Campus Center lobby from 
11 a.m. to, l p.m. any of these days. 
Don't be left out of this special 
centennial. edition of the yearbook! 
A $13 sitting fee will be due at the time of the sitting. 
Porfroits will be taken Oct. 28-Nov. 8. Questions? Call 
The Cayugan office. 27 4-1102 
~; . 
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Vampires----
continued from page 13 
Schreck as a less classical more 
hideous looking vampire.Nosferatu 
was made at the height of Murnau's 
short film career. He was becoming 
oneofthemostacclaimeddirectors 
in Hollywood during the 1920s (he 
directed the Academy Award win-
ning Sunrise) when his life was cut 
short by a car accident _ 
Like Caligari,Nosferatu is more 
an effort of stylization than intrigu-
ing narrative. Unlike Caligari, how-
ever, Nosferatu is known for its 
excellent direction, especially in 
regard to camera angles and shot 
composition. 
The vampire, Nosferatu, is usu-
ally seen from a low point of view, 
towering above each scene, and, in 
effect,abovetheaudience. Theshot 
composition employs deep focus 
and illustrates distinct foreground, 
middleground and background al-
lowing for a more interesting im-
age. 
Pandora's Box (1928) stars 
Louise Brooks, a silent film actress 
who began acting in Hollywood 
and then went to Germany to real-
ize her career in the films of G.W. 
Pabst. Brooks' role as Lulu in 
Pandora' sBoxis unforgettabl~.Her 
exceptional acting in a character 
whodepends on an underlying sexu-
ality is conveyed distinctly and as-
suredly. 
When first released, the film was 
banned in many theatres or worse, 
it was severely cut for projection. It 
was only until the early 1980s that 
it had been completely restored to 
its original length. 
The only sound film of the seri~ _ 
at Cornell Cinema is M (1930), 
directed by Fritz Lang. It of-
fers Peter Lorre in his first starring 
role. Lorre plays a child murderer 
who has been terrorizing a small 
Gennan village. The film offers a 
social commentary as it is seen 
mostly through the eyes _of Lorre's 
character who suffers from a men-
tal illness that drives him to commit 
the murders. 
Lorre is splendidly cast -- his 
own childlike, innocent looks ironi-
cally clashing with the role of a 
deranged murderer. His acting inM 
led to parts in such films as 
Casablanca, The Maltese Falcon, 
Arsenic and Old Lace, and 
Hitchcock's The Man Who Knew 
too Much and The Secret Agent. 
None of these later roles surpassM; 
Lorre is tremendously powerful in 
the near split personality of the 
blameless innocent and the ruthless 
killer. 
Oneofthemostinterestingparts 
of the film is that the murderer is 
never actually seen killing his vie- · 
tims. This leads the audience to 
actually sympathize ~ith Lorre's 
character. Nevertheless, the mur-
derer is seen in a negative light in 
the beginning of the film. Lorre is 
not actually "seen" but is identified 
with the haunting tune he whistles, 
a recurring motif of the evil side of 
his mental illness. 
Lang, who would make many 
important films later in Hollywood 
too, deftly directed M. There is 
excellent use of crosscutting -- in 
the comparing of the police with a 
group of criminals in the pursuit of 
the murderer. The murderer is 
shown with a young girl, intercut. 
with shots of her mother looking 
for her. Mirrors are used to show 
the murderer's split personality. 
The film is an undisputed classic 
and a must-see for anyone inter-
ested in film. 
Cornell Cinema will be featur-
ing these films one at a time each 
Monday night in October. 
For more infonnation, please call 
255-3522 after 5 p.m. 
October 10, 1991 
MILLE D'S 
-CDOSSING 
C-i(EXCLUSIV&~: 
A· styli~.h stor,y:;:b_f guns) :_gangsters: and· 
the :·finij: .art::b.f :the.:doubl~cross.~: 
Write Here, Write Now. ·Exclusive tiJles are eii:ciusive on: national pay~cabie TV to HBC) andt~n'.::~n~rnax -during lh:e t-erm$ -of:fheir :ncehs~. . . ' . . . . . -~ ' . . . . ·. 
Interested in entertainment writing? f.iO/j]Qjj]ffJCJ® If you don't have any experience, don't worry. We are 
always looking for new talent. 
SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 12 
11:30 PM 
IF VOU UK£ MOVIES 
If you are intrigued, contact Beverly Goodman, Entertainment Editor. 
The Ithacan, Park 269 
Phone: 274-3207 
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100% Heavy Wooi Sweaters~. 'eandm~de in Ecuador 
Shalimar Brings You The World 
House +of''Shalimar 
~! . Downtown_ Ithii~Ji€ohitnon~,,~ 'Q~~rt-E-very Day 273 .. 7939 
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; Restaurants atmoshere. Prices range from $2.95 
· Continued from page 12 to $5.85. 273-5000. 
barbecue selections, $4.25-$5.25 for 
hamburgers, and $3.95-$5.25 for The Chariot claims the "Best 
pita pocket sandwiches. They're French Fries in Ithaca." This laid-
open seven days a week. Sun-Thurs backtavern/restaurantoffersevery-
11:30a.m.-10p.m., Fri & Sat thing from sandwiches to steak for 
ll:30a.m.-12a.m. The Other Side under $10. No reservations are 
273-2115 needed. Open until 1 am. on week-
ends. The _Chariot is located at 420 
- Plum's is well known for its Eddy SL 273-0081. 
comfortableandsocialabnosphere. 
It's full-service bar and lounge are Rulloff's Restaurant at 411 
5:30p.m.-l lp.m., Sun 5p.m.- College Avenue, offers a variety of 
9:30p.m. TheyareclosedMondays.-- entrees from sandwiches to New 
Dana's 277-8942 - Orleans Shrimp. This casual dining 
experience ranges in price from 
The Commons $3.95 to $12.95. Dinner served un-til l0p.m. SundayBrunchfor$7.95 
College town also offers a vari- 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Reservations not 
ety of dining choices, several of necessary. 272-6067. 
which were recently voted "Best of 
Ithaca" in the Ithaca Times. Little Joe's at 410 Eddy Street, 
is a favorite of srudents. A casual 
Aladdin's Natural Eatery, lo- atmoshere that offers everything 
cated at 100 Dryden Road, offers from sandwiches to pasta dinners 
primarily a Greek menu in a casual as well as unlimited salad, soda, 
l'2Y54 
7(ias Xorner Ins tuiio 
Songs, gatn£S, 
ana activities 
just for 
k_ids! 
Sunaaysantf 
'11iursdays 7pm 
Peiformance an 
discussion of foe 
music, theatre, 
and-tlie arts. 
Suntfay8pm 
'11iursday 10pm 
atmoshere for both lunch and din-and soft garlic breadsticks at -rea-
sonable prices. 273-2771 ner. Located at the Triphammer Mall. 257-5542 
Other Areas Lucatelli's Ristorante special-
There ate a wide variety of res- izes in Italian and continental 
taurants outside of Collegetown and American cuisine. This comfort-
The Commons. These restaurants able but classy atmosphere offers a 
are priced a bit higher but cater menu of pastas.chicken, veal, prime 
more towards families and those rib and seafood reasonably priced 
searching for a quieter atmosphere. from$7.95 to$16.95. Reservations 
are recommended. 273-0777 
Joe's, a favorite family style Ital-
ian Restaurant, is under the same The Station offers unique, el-
management as Little Joe's and egantdining in an Olden Age atmo-
offers the same unlimited salad, sphere. Dinners range from $8.95 
soda and breadsticks in a more for- to $24.95. Reservations are recwn-
mal atmosphere. Joe's is located on mended. 272-2609 
West Buffalo and Rt 13. Formal 
reservations are not accepted but Old Port Harbour offers classy 
call 45 minutes ahead. 273-2693 dining on the Cayuga Inlet. Prices 
forentree's range from $12.95 to a 
Mexicali Rose has something $19 .50 grilled salmon marinated in 
for everyone. Menu items range citrusjuices-achef' s favorite. Seat-
from nachos to sauteed shrimp at ing until 10 p.m. Reservations are 
reasonable prices. Mexicali Rose needed for dinner. Sundays offer a 
offers a comfortable, casual New Orleans Brunch. 272-4868. 
Billy Bob Jack's-
BBQ Shack & Steakhouse 
(}we, ;l/oat/4«10.teFtKj cf;ee,aftt&r,· 
• BBQ Pork Ribs & Chicken • Marinated Steaks • Seafood • 
Wings • Sandwiches and our Belly Bustin' Salad Bar 
All you can eat salad bar featuring peel & eat shrimp, picnic 
salads, soup and chili. j \. Price also includes draft beer & sangria ~ -~- 257-1122 ({_ · \. _______ Serving Lunch 
'~:.·~·- r &DinnerDaily 
-:,::j-f:_"')'ff.,..- North Trlphammer Rd. 
-I 1000 feet past Pyramid Mall 
The Antlers, located 3 miles 
east of Ithaca on Route 366, offers 
a comfy, casual atmoshere. The 
menu includes choice steaks and a 
wide selection of fresh seafood. 
Prices begin at $8.95. Reservations 
are appreciated. 273-9725 
Turback's, south on Route 13, 
offers a 'whimsical, gingerbread-
house setting' of regional cooking 
and a wide selection of local wine. 
Entrees include chicken, lamb, 
duck, pasta and seafood.Dinner 
prices range from $10 tp $18. Seat-
ing only until 9:30. 272-6484 
The Moosewood Restaurant 
offers an ever-changing menu of 
vegetarian, gourmet, and intema-
tional cuisine. Prime Rib is offered 
on Saturdays. Located in the Dewitt 
Mall, reservations are not needed. 
273-9610 
DanNocera and ChipLaBonte also 
contributed to this article. 
Join The 
Ithacan news 
writing staff 
Contact Joe 
Porletto at The 
Ithacan off ice, 
Park 269, 
or cal I 27 4-3207 
Quality Delivered 
Introduces a new _way to 
SAVE MONEY on CD's ... 
It's our 
"Fr_e_qu·ent Buyer Discount Club" 
Save on every disc you buy .... 
used CD's, ·imports and even 
special orders! (including cassettes) 
- _ Stop in for. details 
Join_ now to.-star:t.-savjn-g throughout the year! 
Don't-forg·et, bring us·your used CD'sl 
- :--, . -
,. -- - --220.The.-Commons • 277~2708 _ 
\ _; -: --.-~ -~. -:: ;::: ::.~ ~-: -';- / { l-"'.:- ' : - ·:.: . : _._·· - ~ : 
.-'';.. .· :. -- ;_OPEN-7 DAYS,, 
··-. _.-:! .: ~ .... _ . :·~ ·, : ·,: ..• : . : - . - ,., 
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Just call Kinko's. We pick up your originals and del.iver 
quality copies back to you. 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
409 College Ave 
2 7 3- 0 0 5 0 
---
kinko~· 
the copy center 
[I 
kinko•s· 
the copy center 
~t .,.,;: ...... --:·::~ .. ,:'-·: , .., :-~· .. - -. : ·--~...... '' .- ,t •• --.= > ..... ;,: -- .. ::,:·', .. : ~;~~? :: - :.<·-. { ... 
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US ·1·tt.t; lTHAt:AN 
Jones----- nearly dominate the music. 
· Barry _D. -is Jesus Jones' 
keyboardis~ al~pu~; very _ little -
keyboards coul4:.be heard-through·,_ ,,,.· . ---· ,. 
October. io, 1991 
were barely audible over the heavy 
Continued from page 12 guitars. The only clear statements 
the band walked on stage again and Ned's Atomic Dustbin made were 
played "Who? Where? Why?" fol- the obscenities they shouted at cer-
lowed by "Trust Me." The live per- tain portions of the auditorium for 
formance of this song shows how not standing· up and dancing. 
out the concert. Instead, Barry D. ----------------------i 
well this band has incorporated the Now on their third American 
digital sounds of previously re- , tour, it is quite apparent that Jesus 
corded material or samples into their Jones has learned a lot about pleas-
guitar-based sound. ing an audience since they started 
spent most of the concert throwing 
his.keyboard.around the stage and . 
dancing around, getting in the other 
band members'. way. He did not. 
even activate the samples; this j9l> 
wasdelegated totheclrummerGen. 
Each sample was activated when he 
struck an electronic triggering pad 
with his 'drum stick. 
MERYL- STREEP --~---
. . 
SH]RLEY MAcLAINE 
The concert finale was an ex- playing in clubs three years ago. 
tended version of the song "Bil~" One of the greatest atractions of · 
duringwhichEdwards,microphone Doubt are the magnifigantsamples 
inhand,jumpedononeofthemoni- that are included in every song. It 
tors in the front of the stage while was suprising to see how many of 
singing. these samples were used in the ac-
It's a bump·y- ri(le ba,ck. ·. 
from life in the fast lane. 
Ned' s Atomic Dustbin, theopen- tual concert. 
ing band; seemed to inspire mixed While some of the songs had 
reactions from the audience. Their been remixed, almost all of them 
music was a mix of industrial and included a majority of the original 
heavymetaldance-rock,dominated samples. While the samples were 
by two bass-guitars and a heavy terrific, Jesus Jones guitars carry 
drum beaL the music. The drums added the 
For most of their set, the lyrics nescessary beat, but did not even 
While Jesus Jones was only on 
stage for a little over one hour and 
they played less than 20 songs, the 
concert was still worth the price of 
admission. 
The band played their best songs 
and showed their ability to join to-
gether guitars, sequenced samples, 
and vocals into one coherent, out-
standing perfonnance. 
Cult---- Fisher-----------
Continued from page 15 instance, is one of the most disturb-
ing and grisly visuals that this writer 
can recall. 
' 
continued from page 14 
while"Indian" is an uncharacteris-
tically slow. but poi~ant ballad 
about the cruel hand dealt to the 
Indian people. 
Overall, Ceremony's strengths_ 
outweigh its weaknesses, one of 
which is entitled "Sweet Salvation." 
Why this band put such a sappy. 
top-40 style ballad on an otherwise 
progressive and unique album is an 
unanswerable question. Hopefully 
this track is not indicative of future 
Cult endeavors. This band carries 
itself best when there's an angry 
fire in Ian Astbury • s heart and Billy 
only in fleeting glimpses, shrouded 
in shadow and illuminated by 
hellfire. Even grey and grimy New 
York benefits from Gilliam's vi-
sion, becomingaromantic metropo-_ 
lis full of danger and opportunity 
when seen through Pratt's lens. 
Story and spectacle mesh con-
vincingly as we follow Lucas from 
a skyline penthouse, to Parry's 
boiler-room digs, to a medieval-
feast gathering of the homeless un-
der an East River bridge. Gilliam 
has learned, probably through his 
experiences with Baron 
Munchausen, that excess does not 
necessarily deliver success. He fla. 
vors the many ethereal, dreamlike 
scenes of The Fisher King with 
doses of harsh reality - Parry's 
flashback of his wife's death; for· 
The Fisher King derives its title 
from a story Parry tells Lucas as 
they lay star-gazing in Central Park. 
Life weighed heavily on the King, 
Parry says, until a jester came into · 
his lonely court and helped him 
realize his dreams. In this respect, 
Lucas himself is the Fisher King, 
and Parry is the fool that puts Lucas• 
life back on track and gives him 
direction. Parry and Lucas, in tum, 
are fools to Gilliam's Fisher King 
- they've helped Gilliam direct 
his perverse vision of society into a 
worthy effort, and rejuvenated his 
career. 
OSTCARDS 
FRC>/V\ THE EDGE 
Duffy's fmgers. ·· 
Thankful1y, the 11re still seems 
to bum within these two talented 
musicians. Both past and present. 
Cult fans should be pleased with· 
Ceremony. 
•• 
. . 
Gilliam has become more thiµi 
an ex-Monty Python eccentric -
now he's dangerous. · 
• •• J ~~ .... •• .. 
'., ••• ,f 
H•® 
SIMPLY THE BEST 
-,,:,· 
. . . : ~ ' ... \ ... 
SUNDAY 
OCTOBER 13 
8PM 
MUNICH G'ERMANV·! 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER '11th 
-4 --7-in- the PUB/C-OFFE_EHOU.SE 
llT Seniors '92R· 
.,,oRLDTOU 
BRIN·G. VOU.R· PAR-ENT$! 
Must be 21 to_ drink 
$1 for· senior.s, $2 for non!"Seni_ors 
Parents get in FREE! -
Sponsored by Senior Class. 
Senior Cards will be available 
THE FIRST 125 SENIORS IN. GET- A FRE~ _G-LASS MUG!!!!!! 
mc:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::!1 
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CLASS-IFIEDS 
PERSONALS·- Susan M.-
-------------- Thankssoniuchforcomingtovisit. 
YO YO an~ EI! Hef Tootses- · Happy Birthday and Anniversary. I 
Whatsa_ happening? -Have ya love you. --
-AD 
FORRENT 
Now Renting for 1992-1993 
School Year- Hudson Street, 
Hillview Place, Prospect Street. 2-smelled any yet? Miss· you guys!! 
Write to me!.! Jesus Bethany ••.• 
Love ya. Freakin''Diane. NOTICES 15bedroomapartments-available __________ , by apanment or rent whole house. 
E.S. 
I dig you! 3 months, Wow! 
· Love,A.W. 
Bonny Lass, 
You kicked your car /and knocked 
yourself out/You took a dining hall 
oath/ not to misue your clout/You 
got drunk at Tuesdays/ and stood 
on your head/ But god forbid you 
wake to find/ Amie in your bed 
Attention Cayugan Staff-
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRA-
LIA-InfonnationonseIDester,year, 
graduate, summer, and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney;and Melbourne. Programs 
startat$3520. Call 1-800-878-3696. 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break Pack-
ages; Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI. 
1-800-423-5264. . 
Had a gr~t time atPaul 's! (We can HORSEBACKRIDING-$12hr., l 
!Dove in tomorrow). Loved all the lfl. hr $15. Lol)ger private trails 
ideas-keep up the great work! · available. A Lonestar Stable, 
Love. Denise Homer/Scott-607-749-3593. 
-------~---E.C.Crew-
Whatdoadvancededitorsneed their · 
other hand for? 
??? 
26 Days and counting 
The sister. of Llct>Z would _like to . 
thank FIVE MEN_ OUT-~or putting 
on a great show Saturday night. We 
had a super time and look forward 
to seeing you again. You can ser-
enade us anytime. 
• and SSF- The Sisters 
PaulH.- , 
Youarethebest Thanksforhaving 
us over (but next time·we'll need 
more food).-
PUMPKIN PAT CH DAYS-Sun -
daY,S, OcL 13 & 20, 11 - 3 p.m. 
Pumpkin picking, food and free 
hayrides. Woodwind Farm, 
Mecklenberg. MacIntyre Road 
(County Rd· 6) across from Fire 
Station. 1/4 mile from Rt. 79. 387-
5871. · 
EARN $$$ OVER WINTER -
BREAK! P ~- BARTEND ING 
offers full certification and training 
by end of THIS term. Free info 
session Tuesday, Oct. 22nd at . 
7:00 p.m., Textor Hall 102. Call 
277-4183 for details. 
Allapartmentsfmnished,mosthave 
off-street parking. 273-5370. 
Attention Fraternities or Sorori-
ties Renting for 1992-1993 school 
year-30 bedroom building-fur-
nished with laundry and .off-street 
parking. Call 277-5576 Monday -
Friday, or 273-5370 on weekends. 
Renting for 1992/1993 school 
year- Brand new 5 bedroom luxury 
apartments. Completely furnished, 
off-street parking. laundry, and in-
tercom security system. Call 277-
5576 or 273-5370. 
For '92-'93: 3 bedroom apL or 6 
room house. 2 full bath and 2 
kitchen. 2 Laundry. 6 parking 
spaces.Call272-1131, 11 a.m.-11 
p.m 
s. Aurora St --
,uas 
Love, Gertrude . 
- .. and the Cayugan.Staff- .. m:-g$~~-~~cli:;- ~~~- ) 
·s BEDROOII HOUSE 
j.als_-, ,._\Rlffl!.1-!1.~1111\11~_ 
MlltSdlU lalil 
anl'toclmoraWlitothlHaml 
Amy--
I ,iaven'tpuked yet It must be love. 
" Joe 
air, 7 nights hotel,·parties, free ad-
mission, hotel taxes and more! Or-
ganize a small group. Earn free trip. 
1 (800) BEACH IT 
· $250/mo. plus utJI. · 
273--7182. :::· 
3 BEDROOM LOVELY FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT Living 
room, dining room, balcony, dish-
washer, microwave, just down the 
hill from campus, near the Com-
mons. Bus+parking available$275 
per person. August '92. 272-7891, 
ask for Tom. 
FOR SALE 
LOOKING FOR A GOOD 
TIME? TOUGH MOUNTAIN 
BIKE FOR SALE! 1990 Fuji 
. Sundancer (Red w/Black). Man's 
20 in. frame. 21 speeds. EXCEL-
LENT CONDITION! Comfort-
able GELFLEX seat. Suntour XCD 
6000 Series. FANTASTIC OFF 
ROAD/ON ROAD MACHINE! 
Only$400! CallKevinat256-7010. 
SUBLET 
SPRING SEMESTER SUBLET-
1 room in large 4 bedroom apart-. 
menL Washer and dryer, 1 minute 
to Commons. $225/month-fe-
male. Call: Heidi 256-7024. 
RIDE BOARD '1 
G . . ""d THANKSGIVIN -Drivmgtoan 
from Clifton NJ area with infant. 
Will exchange free ride for help 
w~th baby in car. Call 277-5202. 
Two-way ride needed to Danbury, 
CT(ornearby) for Fall Break. Call 
Karen at 256-8598. 
.SERVICES,___ _ 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 University 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
11AtJt> SO 
umenMs, 
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Raise $500 ... $1000 •.. $1500 
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
For your fraternity, sorority, team 
or other campus organi7.ation. Ab-
solutelynoinvestmentrequired! Act 
now the chance to win a Caribbean 
Cruise and fabulous prizes! Call 1-
800-950-8472, exL 50. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1 
week- Greeks, Oubs, ANYONE. 
No investmenL 1-800-748-6817. 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND 
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPE-
RIENCE! Openings available for 
individuals or student organizations 
to promote the countries most suc-
cessful SPRING BREAK tours. Call 
Inter-campus programs 1-800-327-
6013. 
ATIENTIONSTUDENTS!!Earn 
up to $500 cash for 5 hrs. work. 
International Business Tours is 
seeking an articulate student to or-
ganize a 30 minute infonnational 
meeting on campus. No experience 
needed, call now!! (800) 554-4158 
On-campus rep needed to help mar-
ket educational services; $6.00 per 
hour plus commission; earn a FREE 
GMAT, GRE or LSAT COURSE. 
Call TheRonltjnEducational Group 
at 277-0700. 
WANT TO PLACE-A 
CLASSIFIED? 
Call the ITHACAN at 27 4-
3207_, or stop by Park 
Schoo\ of Communication, 
rm. 269, tor rate informa-
tion. Deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the Monday preceding 
publication. 
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Football-----
~ 
Continued from back page 
running back Jeff ·w1itman in the· starting 
lineup for the fust time this year, the ground 
attack was having problems simitar:tQ tliose 
against Alfred. '· ··-:· - --r,.· < .:..-~.:~ . :·:_ ·_' .:.:_ 
The Bombers crew ·or' ooc~~ 'iiiustered 
only 160 yards versus the-chiefs oyerpower-
ing defensive line, but coach JirrfButterf;i.efd 
explained it wasn't all ·the running backs' 
faulL "We weren't blocking for our backs so 
basically any yards they gained was done on 
their own," he said. 
With the running game apparently stalled, 
senior quarterback Todd Wilkowski took to 
the air for the second straight week and found 
flanker Nick-Ismailoff for a 51-yard comple-
tion. That helped set up a 34-yard field goal 
by Matt Sullivan. 
The rest of the half was marred by penalti 
that prevented either team from finding the 
end zone. However, with just over a minute 
left in the half, the Bombers finally got their 
chance. 
Butt~rfield was aware that the Chiefs had 
not completed a pass in three attempts. There-
fore, when a fourth and ten situation at the 
Chiefs 35 yard line arose, he felt there was no. 
downside to going for iL 
Butterfield felt that the odds ofa wishbone 
offense like the Chiefs moving down the 
field in only a minute were slim to.none. 
While Butterfield was thinking this over, 
Ismailoff came over and reinforced his 
thoughts. "Nick came over to me and said the 
cornerbacks were cheating on him and that he 
couldgetopen,so I said what the hell, let's go 
for it," Butterfield said. 
Go for it he did, and the result was a great 
pass (5 catches for123 yards) from Wilkowski 
to Ismailoff down the left sideline. The 35-
yard scoring play made. the halftime score 
10-0 in Ithaca's favor. 
' .. _ .. ._ ... ~--~ 
. - -~ ·. ·:--
· ·· Unfortunately for Ithaca, the second half 
of-the game did not continue like the firsL 
Part of the reason was that the Chiefs came 
out of the locker room confident and poised, 
with the feeling that a ten point deficit could 
be overcome. 
"We knew if we stayed relatively close, 
our running game could ~venwally wear out 
their defense," Kelton remarked. As it wrned 
out, that's exactly what happened. 
The Chiefs totalled nearly 300 rushing 
yards in the second half alone. They finally 
got some points to show foritmidwaythrough 
the third quarter, when Rich Gray (147 yds 
rushing) pounded it in from four yards out. 
Down 10-7 in the second half, the Chiefs 
had several scoring chances in the fourth 
quarter, moving down the field with ease. 
The Bomber defense bent but not break, 
twice stopping fourth down attempts deep in 
IC territory. 
The inevitable happened with 4:40 left, 
Tennis 
Continued from page 23 
up 5-2 in the first set, but then started playing 
more tentatively, Kammel said. 
Ackerman, the third seed, lost her first 
match on Sunday. She played a strong player 
and almost split sets, according to Kommel. 
She will probably be the number one seed in 
the state tournament, he said. "Between 
Kenja, Cheryl, and Julie, we should have the 
first seed," Kommel said. 
At 5th and 6th singles; sophomores Levy 
and Gaughan also lost strong, close matches. 
The doubles duo of Yanko and Dunkiel 
were the lone winners in the match to remain 
undefeated. 
According to Kommel, four players have 
agoodshotofbeat the record wins in a season 
which is held by Ackermanforwinning nine-
teen matches in one season. So far in the 
season, Yanko is 19-4, DunJciel is 19-2, 
Ackennan is 18-3 and Levy is 16-7. 
Kommel has a very optimistic atiwde 
towards the remaining matches in the regular 
season and also has high hopes for the State 
' , ' ·-: '"i.' :- -
. . ... 
HEY BOMBER.F-
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. when Kelton took ·the snap and outran the_ 
entire Bomber defense for 50 yards down to 
the Bombers four yard line. The Chiefs 
promptly ran it in fiom there to go up 14-10. 
Kelton (140 rushing yards) was eluding 
Bomber defenders all day and was ecstatic as 
he talked about the big run. "I checked off the 
audible call and my halfback made a great 
block and the rest was history." 
The Bombers' undefeated record was also 
history. Even a last ditch drive that put Ithaca 
in a chance to score fell short with an inter-
ception. 
Witkowski just had one of those days, 
completing only 7 of 25 passes with four 
interceptions. 
Butterfield noted that his team was 
outgained for the second week in a row. 
"Their offense ran us up and down the field. 
We were beaten thoroughly and their front-
age dominated us in every way," Butterfield 
said. 
tournament. Kommel believes that winning 
the league tournament had a great influence 
on the team's play, both mentally and physi-
cally. " After winning the league champion-
ships (Empire Athletic Association), we have 
shifiedourfocus to go the distance. Weare in 
control and are not holding back," he said. He 
said the EAA tournament made the team 
realize that that they have control over put-
ting out the best tennis they are capable of. 
This weekend, the team will compete in 
the SL John Fisher tournament Since the 
team has won this tournament for the past 
two years, Kommel says that this is an oppor-
tunity to play the players who haven't played 
much this season. He adds that the tourna-
ment will be a fun experience for the team. 
After the SL John Fisher match, on Tues-
day ,'the team will face William-Smith. Ac-
cording to Kommel, Ithaca is favored against 
William Smith for the first time in eight 
years. He feels confident that the -team will 
win the match, although they lost 5-4 to 
William Smith last year. "We're not shying 
away from the threshold," Kommel said. 
~. -::..:.- .. 
-S·' •• • 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
WILL BE GIVING AWAY.SQUEEZE BOTTLES 
TO .THE FIRST 500 PEOPLE AT THIS 
_WEEKEND'S GAME 
BE SURE TO 
' . 
GET--THERE EARLY! 
OJ • 0 ' ' 
HAVE A ~-GREAT-PARENTS ;WEEKEND! 
. - - ' . - . _. -
coNoREss- REPs- :poN'T FORGET AB-OUT THE PARENTS 
WEE·KEND \BRUN.ca ON SATURDAY ·BEFORE-'THE GAME! 
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Shotgunned linksters fail to qualify at Colga~e 
By Dickon Geddes 
To be or not to be was the ques-
tion for the IC golf team last Thurs-
day. Not to be was the answer. 
GOLF 
No one from Ithaca shot a low 
enough score to be in the individual 
toplOattheECAC(EastemColle-
giateAthleticConference) regionals 
at Colgate University. 
"It was pretty much the same 
story as all year," coach James 
Johnston said "No one could pro-
duce on the day it counted." 
The Bombers placed 17th out of 
21 ·teams. It was originally reported 
that they had finished 12th, but the 
scorers at Colgate had it wrong. 
Leading the way for IC was jun-
ior Marc Feocco who carded a 14-
over par 86. Senior Jeff Wexler and· 
junior Greg Howson both shot 87s. 
Sophomore Jonathan Cupp fired an 
89 and freshman Josh Footer a 93. 
"I .wasn't- really that surprised 
about Foot.er," Johnston said. "It 
was the first time he had played the 
course.and so it~ all good expe-
rience for him." 
Johnston said that because the 
weather was glorious in Hamilton, 
Warriors outshot, outscored 
By Pam Rollinson 
Hartwick tried to put thesqueez.e 
on the Ithaca College women'ssoc-
certeam this past Saturday. Itdidn 't 
work, as the Bombers took a 3-0 
decision in Oneonta. 
"They didn't put as 
much pressure up front 
on us." 
- Head Coach Patrick 
Farmer 
said. 
Traditionally, Hartwick puts a 
lot of pressure up front, according 
to Fanner. 
But the Warriors were missing 
one of their key players due to an 
injury. 
andthecoursewasinexcellentcon- If someone on the squad had 
dition, the scores were lower than pJaced in the top 10 individually, 
last year. ·· they would have gone on to play at 
"It was just a great day for play- another course later this month. If 
ing golf," he said. ''The course was the team had placed first oyerall, 
inreallygoodshape,andthegreens they also would have pJayed else-
were good and ttue." The touma- where. This ended the Bombers' 
ment had a shotgun start, which fall season. 
meant that everybody started at a Golf resumes in April following 
different hole on the course when a Spring Break lrip to North Caro-
the gun was fired. 1ina. 
Incrme \bur GJ?A. 
. (GmtPimA. MdilMl&UIM\14 Dine-in or Canyout 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Ithaca scored their first goal 
when junior Lise Moore was as-
sistedbysophomoreSusan Condelli 
in the first half. But it wasn't until 
the last minutes of the second half 
that IC finished the Warriors off. 
fourth shutout of the 1991 season, 
bringing her overall record to 3-1-2 
for the year. 
"Hartwick had to adjust their 
play in order to compensate for the .-
loss of their player," Farmer said. • 
''They dido 't put as much pressure 
~\ 
'21ml 
;euf® 
Clinton West Pma 
609 W. Clinton Street 
277-6777 
With five minutes to go, senior 
Jackie Amidon assisted sophomore 
KristinK.aupangtoscoretheBomb-
ers second goal. 
Then it was junior Michele 
McKay,assistedbyclassmateCathy 
Moss, whoputthegameaway, with 
IC's third and final goal. 
Ithaca had a total of 21 shots 
against Hartwick's goaltender, 
Michelle Mumbulo. Hartwick only 
had five shots against senior Beth 
Howland. 
The blanking was Rowland's 
• 
This is the first year JJartwick is 
a member of the Empire Athletic 
Association (EAA). According to 
head coach Patrick Farmer, the 
Warriors were looking forward to 
playing IC in order to prove their 
talent in the conference. 
Hartwick has had a strong team 
in the past, according to Farmer. 
Since the game was played on 
their own turf, Hartwick also had 
the home advantage of a small field 
with vocal support from their fans. 
Farmer said that the field is usu-
ally very windy, and Saturday was 
no exception. 
"But the girls were able to adapt 
very well to theconclitions, "Farmer 
up front on us." 
As IC enjoys their 5-1-2 overall 
record, 4-0-1 in the EAA, they will 
be looking ahead to their second 
toughest match-up of the 1991 sea-
son against SUNY Cortland. 
The Red Dragons defeated IC 
1-0 in overtime last season. 
The two teams faced each other 
for a rematch in the NCAA Divi-
sion III Finals, with the final score 
a 0-0 standstill in overtime. 
Ithaca won the title on penalty 
kicks. 
According to Farmer, Cortland 
has been looking forward to this 
game since last year. ''They want 
us," Farmer said. 
344 Elmim Rd. 
272-8233 
2301 ·N. Triphammer Rd. 
257-2778 - fZJ• 
ST-1232 Wt acapt Yi,. and M.utircard al lhe delivery 1mit only. 
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•. Large Cheese $,., : ! &. Pepperoni I I .99 : 
1PIZza . ....-....• 
I 6 Good on Dine-inlCm)QutJDelively. Offer Expires 11124/91 N....a I 
I Prasentco1.p0nwhenorderilg. Qieco1.p0nperorderalpartic4)atingPizzaHut® C.~~ I 
I Restaurants. Not valid in combination with any other FIZZB. HUl®offer. Lim~ed I delivery area Qir drivers carry no more than $20.00. • 
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. .. FOR THE 
FINEST 
PIZZAIN 
THE AREA! 
---·-··•• do It better at the campus cent:er-·--·- . 
••••••••• -~ -~~~~. 
YOUl.L llAII) IT OMY AT 
W•gmans! 
Our shops strive to brin~ you a selection 
of pizzas unlike any you ve ever seen. 
We offer both traditional and gourmet 
selections by-the-slice or whole. 
The gourmet menu lists over 
20 varieties, includjng 
-Taco, Seafood, Fajita, 
Cheeseburger, 
White Garlic with 
4 Cheeses 
and many 
more! 
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Quality Hair Cuts 
-Latest in Colors. 
Perms to fit individual 
hair. textures 
,. ·. . .. () _/ 
L...-
0 
9-6: Mon, Fri, Sat 
9-8: Tue.Wed, Thurs 
Appointments or . 
Walk-in Welcome 
1
-riONY'S -/ 9 11 . 273-0229 
~- _ - . Judd Falls Plaza • Suite # 
,_) p L A C E Complete Hair Styling 
.,,- ~ lor Men & Women 
( Hair Salon • Barbershop --
_ ITHACA COLLEGE_ 
~ co.11·cERTS 1991-92 
"'A_ $easo~ of Celebrations" 
JOSEPH KAUCHSTEIN, 
piano 
JAIME LAREDO, 
violin 
SHARON ROBINSON, 
violoncello 
with DANIEL PHILUPS, 
viola 
Performing a piano quartet, . 
a piano trio, and solo and 
duo sonatas of Mozart 
"There is no finer piano trio . .. " 
-Chicago Sun-Times 
KALICHSTElN•LAREDO~ROBINSON 
TRIO 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22 
I Walter B. Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. , . A pre-concert lecture by Professor Debra Moree will begin at 7:30 p.m. in room 201, Ford Hall. ~ Tickets available October 7 at the DeWitt Mall Ticket Center; ~ Rebop Records, Ta:ees, and Compact Disks, Collegetown; and t,ie 
Dillingham Center Box Office, Ithaca College • $5.00 Ithaca 
College Students, Children, and Senior Citizens • $9.00 Ithaca 
· College Faculty, Staff, Adminis~tion; Friends of Ithaca College; 
.and Other Students • $iO.OO General Public 
• 
HBO COMEDY BOUR: 
The ·crazy ·"Man on the Street" 
hits the stage for a night of 
inspired lunacy! 
HBe® 
· SIMPLYTHE BEST· 
' ~ . ' - ' -
SATURDAY 
OCTOB·ER 19 
10:3Q PM 
., .. ' ... 
\ 
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Harriers run well· 
despite poor weather 
Women finish seventh; men take second at LeMoyne 
By Rorie Pickman 
Running cross country in hot, 
windy, and hwnid conditions can 
be rather difficulL However, the 
Ithaca College men's and women's 
cross country teams survived the 
· harsh weather as they competed in 
the LeMoyne College Invitational 
on Saturday afternoon. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Inthewomen'srace,theBomb-
ers placed seventh as a team with 
159 points. The University of Buf-
falo -placed first with 30 points, 
followed by SUNY Geneseo with 
90 points, and SUNY Binghamton 
scored a 94. 
Marist College finished fourth 
• with 106points, while Buffalo State 
took fifth with 145. The College of 
St. Rose racked up 153 points to 
claim sixth place. 
Follo~ng behind the Bombers 
were LeMoyne (238 points), St 
Lawrence (259), Siena College 
(259), SUNY Oneonta (266), and 
Mercyhurst College (349). 
The top eight runners for the 
Bombers did not compete in this 
race. They were given the weekend 
off to rest before the Lehigh meet 
this Sunday. 
Lynn Griffith was the first IC 
finisher, as she took 20th place in 
21:24. She was followed by team-
mate Michelle Steimle, as the jun-
ior took 22nd place in a time of 
21:34. 
Carol Rowe finished in 27th 
place in 21:52, and Karen Ross 
took 40th in 22:31 . 
"It was a tough run, but we did 
"It was a tough course, 
but we ran well on it. 
The team really grouped 
up and it worked for 
us." 
- Senior Marc Dovi 
pretty well," head coach Bill Ware 
said. ''We were hoping to beat Buf-
falo State but it dido 't work out that 
way." 
· Ware is looking forward to the 
upcoming Lehigh Invitational be-
cause it is always a big meet. 35 
teams competed in it last year and 
Georgetown took fll'St place. 
''We will find out this Sunday 
where we stand against the Divi-
sion I schools," Ware said He be-
lieves that if his team places 10th-
15th at the meet, it would be a big 
accomplishment 
In the men's varsity race, 15 
teams competed, and the Bombers 
placed second with 73 points. The 
fifth ranked team in the nation,RIT, 
took first with 32 points. 
Following behind the Bombers 
was MIT with 76 points, St. 
Lawrence, who had defeated the 
Bombers a week earlier, with 88 
points. The University of Buffalo 
rounded out the top five with 158 
points. 
Ithaca senior captain Jason 
Trumble was the first Bomber fin-
isher, as he took sixth place with a 
time of 27:43. 
Teammate Adam Eigenrauch 
was right behind him, taking sev-
enth place in 27:44. Junior Jeff 
Dickens took 17th in 28:43, and 
Keith Volmar had a time of28:47 to 
MEET CALVIN KLEIN 
AT IRV LEWIS ... 
CALVIN KLEIN'S NEW FALL 
SPORT COLLECTION THAT IS. 
A wearable. understandable classic. affordable collection 
of Jeans. sweaters. Pants. Shirts. sweatshirts. T-Shirls & 
Boxers. Exclusively available at IN Lewis. 
To Introduce you to this Innovative designer. we will give 
you J 0% OFF your purchase. 
.IRV LEWIS 
. Friday, saturday & Sunday Only 
.:.. ro·welcome I.C. Parents We Will Be Open 
Saturday. Oct. 12th. 10-00-6:00. Sunday. 13th. 12:00-4:00 
get19th place. 
Junior John Dickens also made 
the top 25, as he finished in 24th 
place in a time of 29:03. 
"Defeating SL Lawrence this 
time around was very good for us," 
Ware said. ''We still have to work 
on bringing the pack closer to-
gether." 
Trumble thought his team per-
fonned well at the meeL "Placing 
second gives us confidence going 
into the latter part of the season," he 
said. 
In the junior varsity race, the 
Bombers placed third with 51 
points. MIT won the meet with 29 
points and SUNY Geneseo took 
second with 42 points. 
Marc Dovi was the first Bomber 
finisher, as he took seventh place in 
29:46, and freshmen Ryan Murphy 
took eighth place in 29:53. Fresh-
man Ben Ballard placed 11th in 
30:16, and Mark Gathen took 12th 
in 30:21. 
"It was a tough course, but we 
ran well on it," Dovi said. ''The 
team really grouped up and it 
worked for us." · 
Ware said he believes his teams 
are at the peak of their training. 
"Our season is going well, but we 
hopefully are still going to get bet-
ter," he said. 
"Our ultimate goal is to get both 
teams to the Nationals and be in 
with the best." 
The teams will take their nex.t 
step towards Nationals this week-
end as the jwiior varsity men com-
pete at the SUNY Geneseo meet on 
Saturday, and the women compete 
at the Lehigh Invitational on Sun-
day. 
Bombers bounce 
back, def eat Oneonta 
By Lauren Semmel 
Sometimes losing one contest 
can bring down a team's spirit and 
confidence. This is not the case for 
thewomen 's tennis team. After get-
ting blown out by Division I Colgate 
on Saturday, the Bombers bounced 
back to defeat Oneonta State. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
The Oneonta match Tuesday, 
was won by IC, 8-1. Julie Yanko 
took fll'St singles, 6-0, 6-7, 6-3. 
HeadcoachAzizPaulKommelsaid 
Yanko is sometimes prone to let-
ting the match slip away when she 
is in the lead. This match was a 
different story. 
Singles players Cheryl Dunkiel, 
Kenja Ackennan, Yael Levy, Beth 
Mayers, won their matches along 
with doubles teams Yanko and 
Dunkiel, Kelly Gaughan and Levy, 
and Ackennan and Vicki Paul. 
''They want to challenge them-
selves," Kommel said. According 
to Kommel, this was a useful match 
to help the team get ready for the 
state tournament 
Colgate played their top six 
singles players and then used sub-
stitutes for doubles. First-
seedY anko played the champion of 
the Patriot League. According to 
Kommel, Yanko was definitely "in 
the match." 
Dunkiel was also defeated in a 
strong match. She had played this 
opponent in high school, so she 
knew whatshewasinfor.Although 
she lost the match 7-5, 7-6,she was 
See "Tennis" page 21 
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Season ends for Bolllber Dille 
IC finishes at .500 mark after 8-6 loss to Cornell at freeman Field 
By Scott L. Matson 
At a quick glance, one may think 
that the Ithaca fall baseball season 
was less than impressive. 
BASEBALL 
Despite their4-4 record,Bomber 
head coach George V alesente has 
seen his .team improve throughout 
the course of the season. 
V alesente abandoned his usual 
spot in the third base coaches box to 
observe the Bombers' 8-6 loss to 
the Cornell Big Red in their finale. 
"My primary interesttoday (Sun-
day) was to evaluate the players," 
Valesente said. 
"I wanted to stand. back and 
watch everyone play," Valesente 
said. 
He had plenty to watch, as 
Ithaca's line up card included five 
freshmen and two pitchers that were 
making their debut on Freeman 
Field. 
Valesente had a simple reason 
for starting his youngsters, as this 
was the last opportunity for the 
Bomber mentor to see them play. 
The decision of who will make 
the varsity·squad has to be made so 
the players can work out over the 
winter and prepare for the spring 
trip to Florida. 
According to Valesente, the de-
cision this year is not going to be 
easy. . 
"The four players we were 
watching in particular did well. The 
way Dave Mahoney, Joe Wilson, 
Jeff Frey and Brian Lalonde played 
will make matters tougher," 
Valesente said. 
Freshman pitcher Dave 
Bernhardt had the best outing of the 
three pitchers used. 
Bernhardt hurled 3 1/3 shutout 
innings, yiekting just two hits and 
one walk. 
"Daye threw the best today and 
we took a serious look at him," 
V alesente said. 
The offense was led by Paul 
Hirst (three hits), Mahoney (two 
hits), and Wilson (three hits). 
The Bombers tallied 11 hits. The 
six other starters could only muster 
three hits. 
Whenthisteamaddsqualicyper-
formances from veterans like in-
fielders Rob Coleman, John Shelsy 
and Paul Pedone, as well as pitchers 
KeithBeachandMikeSaccomanno, 
they can make a sttong run at the 
1992 Division III World Series. 
"There is a good.mix in experi-
ence. This team will give the same 
100 percent in the spring," junior 
shortstop Pedone said. 
The Bombers have learned three 
things in the fall: they have the 
ability to battle back in the late 
innings, they can rely on quality 
"Dave (Bernhardt) 
threw the best today and 
we took a serious look 
at him." 
-Head Coach George 
V alesente on freshman 
pitcher Dave Bernhardt 
starting pitching and they don't have 
a problem putting runs on the 
scoreboard. 
In fact, the lowest single game 
run total was five. 
The players also know how to 
bounce back. They proved this by 
bouncing back from their loss to 
LeMoyne to score 11 runs. the next 
day to defeat Mansfield. 
Their4-4 record and season end-
ing loss should be overlooked. 
Valesentedidnotplay all the games 
to win. 
He was more concerned with 
finding posi lions for all of his play-
ers. 
V alesente has preached· that the• 
fall season is a learning experience 
and almost a tryout for some play-
ers. 
The atmosphere during the fall 
helped the team's performance. 
"This has been a successful learn-
ing season," junior righthander 
Beach added. 
Dove, wind blow away Flyers 
Sophomore notches 6th goal in 2-0 overtime win 
By Aaron Williams 
The Ithaca College men's soccer 
team hosted Nazareth College on 
Saturday, and both teams were 
blown away, literally. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
A swirling wind at Upper Ter-
race Field made play difficult, and 
the Bombers had to go to overtime 
to muster a 2-0 victory. "I think it 
was tough to play out here today 
because of the wind. It was a major 
factor," sophomore forward Jason 
Dove said. 
Excellent goaltending by both 
Bomber senior Zac Shaw and 
Nazareth's Peter Brossocontributed 
to the scoreless regulation, with 
Shaw saving two shots and Brosso 
stopping 11. 
Overtime is something the 
Bombers are accustomed to this 
year, as evidenced by their four 
ties. However, Ithaca wasn't ready 
to settle for the spliL hwe just said 
Wednesday-. --
. Continued from back page 
ofthegame,and 13th of the season. 
That total is the most in. one season· 
by an IC player since 1986. 
The Herons scored late. but 
Wynne Lobel held off the. attack. 
Lobel made 19 saves on the day . 
• 
The women's soccer team was 
under the lights at Cortland on 
Wednesday, but Beth Howland and 
the Bomber defense left the Red 
Dragons in the dark. 
. IC came away with a 1-0 win, in 
a tight game thatfeaturedonly nine 
total saves by_both·goalkeepers. 
The lone score came courtesy 
of Ashley-Rider at,.the 53 minute 
marlc'.Thej~orfromNewCanaan, 
CT blasted a 25-yard shot over the 
head of the Cortland goaltender. 
Howlandmadefive.savesingoal 
for Ithaca. It was her third shutout 
. in four games since taking <>ver the. 
· netminding duties full time. 
there's no way we're going to end "In the second half we played the 
this game in a draw, so we pushed ball a little wider, and eventually 
hard, n Dove said. 
And push hard they did. In fact, . 
Dove was the one who ended the 
scoring drought with only 1:43 Ieft 
in the first overtime. 
"I gave [senior midfielder] Peter 
Nagusky a sign to put [the ball] near 
the post," Dove said. 
"I was planning on heading it, 
but it was ~ little too low, so I did a 
little side volley." It was Dove's 
sixthgoaloftheyear,andNagusky's 
third assisL · 
Ithaca put the match away in the 
second overtime. Senior forward 
Andy Poklad was tripped in the 
goal box, giving the Bombers a 
penalty kick. 
Nagusky handled the shot, and 
hammered the ball in theleftcorner 
of the net to put the game away. 
After the game, Byrne said he 
was pleased with his team's perfor-
mance. "I thought we were a little 
anxious in the first l_talf. n he said. 
"We just said there's no 
way we're going to end 
this game in a draw, so 
we pushed hard." 
- Sophomore forward 
Jason Dove 
that's where the goal came from." 
The Bombers main concern go-
ing into their match withRITwasto 
get all their players healthy .. 
Byrne has been using key play-
ers Adam Borg, Joe Wunderlich, 
GregWeeks,ShawnLynchandTim 
Walther on a "game-to-game" ba-
sis. 
Each player has some type of 
nagging injury. However, Byrne 
sees a bright side to these people 
getting hurt. 
"Guys that don't reguarly get 
playingtimeareabletostart," Byrne 
said. 
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Yellow Jackets buzz onto South Hill Field 
By Jon Meterparel Offense is the least of ninth year head-
It might have come as a shock to many coachAlexRotsko'sworries.AICentersthis 
local_ area football fans when they picked up . weekend's tiitaveraging 346 yards per game. 
their .$unday morning paper and saw the· The bulk of the yardage has come on the 
. -.Ithaca-Sprin~eld score. , · · ground as the Jackets average 257 yards per 
. game. AIC posesses an array of strong, ca-
FOOJBALL PRl;_VIEW. pa~lerunningbacks that can fill in whenever 
. needed. 
The Botnbers suffered their first loss of . Leadingthechargeonthegroundisjunior 
the 1~91 campaign, losing to the bigger and Craig Hams. A transfer from Bloomsburg 
faster Chiefs 14·.10. University, Harris made an immediate im-
The los's left local gridiron fans scratching pact last year, with 908 yards and IO touch-
their heads and wondering just what hap- downs. 
pened. Ithaca fans may remember Harris from 
The fact is, the Bombers were simply last year as he ran circles around the Bomber 
outplayed in all facets of the game. That was defense, picking up 230 all-purpose yards in 
last week however, and the future is now. a wild 39-36 AIC victory. 
This weekend the American International The trend has continued thus far, as Harris 
College (AIC) Yellow Jackets swarm to the has carried the ball 58 times for 362 yards and 
South Hill. It's time for Ithaca to break out 7 touchdowns. 
the repellent and take the sting out of the Bombersupportersmayalsorecallabruis-
Yellow Jacket attack. ing fullback named H~gh Henry. Henry 
AIC began the 1991 season with an opti- gained 2,496 career yards and luckily for 
mistic attitude. The squad was returning 38 oppsing defenses, has departed the AIC carn-
letterwinnners and 17 starters from 1990's7- pus. 
3 unit. However dream's of an undefeated There has been no rest for the weary, 
season were squelched during the first two though.Meet6-2,240-poundtruckloadBeau 
weeks .of the season. Snell. Snell has stepped right into the lineup 
In week one, AIC tied perennially tough and bull-rushed his way to 280 yards and 3 
Plymouth State 7-7. AIC was swamped by touchdowns. 
We~t Chester the next week, 36-13. How- The men that open the holes for Harris, 
ever, the last two weeks have been a different Snell and senior halfback Darin Stevens are 
story. a formidable group. Quad-captain and offen-
Cross-town rival Springfield invaded sive guard Jerry Wearing (255 pounds),leads 
AIC's Homer Miller Field and were blasted the unit. 
back to the other side of the tracks, 47-31. Ithaca'sinteriordefensivelinewillhaveto 
After a week off, a well-rested AIC team be geared up to face this bunch. As a group, 
wallopedSouthemConnecticut41-0lastSat- they average 258 pounds per man. 
urday. The director of the Yellow Jacket offen-
The Yellow Jackets utilize a wing-T of- siveshowisseniorquarterbackTonyRagone. 
fensive attack, a variation of the wishbone. Ragone is a steady performer, who is equally 
AIC occasionally takes a page out of the adept at rushing (186 yards 2 touchdowns) 
Houston Oiler playbook when they use the and passing (28 for 58, 235 yards), the pig-
run and shoot. skin. 
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• -Time M itna_genrent 
• Presentation Skills 
• Stress Management 
For More Information Call 
- 277-U7U/J 
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WE'LL MAKE St.:RE THEY :\lAKE lT!. 
mm 
EDUCUIOIAL UOUP 
Ithaca will surely enter the 
AJC game with a resolute 
attitude. Jim Butterfield-
coached teams never stop 
working or hang their heads 
for one minute. 
The leading receiver from last year's club, 
Allen Monteiro,has graduated as well. Speedy 
sophomore Anthony Wesselhoft has picked 
up the slack, with 18 catches for 167 yards. 
On the other side of the ball, the American 
In temational defense has allowed an average 
of254 yards per contest. That statistic is a bit 
deceiving, however. If one was to wipe the 
West Chester game from the record books, 
the total yards allowed drops to 170 per 
game. 
This unit is characterized by big play 
specialists and heavy hitters. AIC's version 
of the Nigerian Nightmare anchors the defen-
sive line. Nigerian born Gabe Mokwuah is 
one scary player. Mokwuah wreaks havoc on 
the field, as evidenced by his19 tackles, 3 
sacks, 5 tackles for losses and 1 fumble 
recovery. 
Professional scouts have flocked to the 
Springfield area to see if Mokwuah has what 
it takes to play in the NFL. 
Mokwuah is supported by junior line-
backer Mitch Britton (36 stops) and senior 
linebacker Cedric Gaddy (24 tackles). 
A .consistent secondary group features 
senior free safety Ray Berry (27 stops, 1 inter-
ception) and junior strong safety James 
Crawford (26 tackles). Ithaca enters 
Saturday's contest on a down note. The Spring-
field loss took a lot out of both the offensive 
and defensive squads. 
In order for the tide to turn in their direc-
tion, the Bombers must consistently control 
the ball on offense. They cannot afford the 
'· 
offensive lapses of last week. Todd Wilkowski 
was erratic against Springfield while over-
throwing his receivers all day. Jeff Wittman 
returned with a solid performance and the 
Bombers will have to utilize his talents even 
more this week . 
The Ithaca offensive line will have their 
backs up against a wall once agin. The neu-
tralization of speed rusher Gabe Mokwuahis 
essential to keep him and his fellow down 
linemen out of Wilkowski's kitchen. The 
Bomber, a veteran unit led by Chris White, 
has played a pivotal role in all three impres-
sive Bomber victories. 
The Ithaca veer-option offense relies on 
them to suceed. A return to early season form 
by the "hogs" will be a big step in leading 
Ithaca to victory. If they give Witkowski time 
to throw the ball he will find his favorite 
receiver Nick Ismailoff and other Bomber 
weapons. 
People tend to also overlook Ithaca's kick-
ing game. Senior Matt Sullivan has con-
nected beyond 40 yards in his career and is 21 
points away fom passing Bob Ferrigno, in 
first place on the all-time point list 
The Bomber defensive unit was all over 
the turf last week. It seemed as if the group 
never left the field in the fourth quarter. 
Outstanding individual performances by 
Billie Mays and senior safety Brian Hall, 
enabled the Bombers to stay close through-
out the day. This week·; the AIC offense will 
be similar to Springfield in both size and 
ability. 
Ithaca will surely enter the AIC game with 
a resolute attitude. Jim Butterfield-coached 
teams never stop working or hang their heads 
for a minute. _ 
It is essential that the Bombers respond 
with a solid complete effort because the Yel-
low Jackets have taken flight and come Sat-
urday, will only be attracted to one color: 
Bomber Blue. 
Spikers finish second in 
consolations at-Juniata 
By Edward D. Ecker 
The Ithaca College women's volleyball 
team participated in the Juniata Invitational 
over the weekend, one of the most presitigous 
tournaments in the region. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
The tournament was held in Huntingdon, 
Pa., where the Bombers captured second 
place in the consolation bracket. 
OnFriday,Ithacadroppedtheirfirstmatch 
to Bluffton 15-17, 9-15 and then bounced 
back to defeat Elizabethtown 11-15, 15-7, 
15-6. 
The competition continued on Saturday, 
with St. Catherine getting the best of the 
Bombers, 15-11, 9-15, 15-3. Once again IC 
battled back, dominating Penn State-Behrend 
15-4, 15-5. 
The Bombers squeezed past Western 
Maryland in the consolation semifinals, but 
didn't have the right stuff in the final against 
Grove City, losing 15-3, 15-10. 
Two Bombers are ranked nationally in 
individual statistics. 
According to Division III statistics re-
leased by the American Volleyball Coaches 
Association (A VCA) on Sept. 23, freshman 
Lisa Black was ranked first in digs per game 
with 5.667. 
Freshman Melissa Kyri ranked fifth in 
blocks per game with 1.545, and ninth in 
service aces per game at . 727. 
Asa tearn,Ithacaranked first in blocks per 
game with an outstanding 4.136 per game 
average. 
After the weekend, Ithaca's record stood 
at 16-8, 4-1 in the Empire Athletic Associa-
tion (EAA) rankings. 
TANft1zw 
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Bomb Sight--
continued from back page 
Kudos 
The women's soccer team hasn't 
gone down with Beth Greco. Since 
the goalkeeper was carried off the 
field with a season-ending knee in-
jury several weeks ago, fellow se-
nior Beth Howland has stepped in 
full time and done an outstanding 
job. 
In the three contests since Greco 
wasinjured, theBombersare2-0-1. 
Howland has been in net for all 
three contests, and two of them 
were shutouts. 
The senior has posted a 0.61 
goals against average and a .913 
save percentage over that span . 
• Once again, head coach Andy 
Byrne's men's soccer team is one 
of the best in Division III. 
The Bombers are currently 6-0-
4, and the defense is a primary 
reason. Zac Shaw and his young 
defense has been superb all season. 
ByrneandassistantcoachDave 
Green deserve a lot of credit for 
molding the defenders into an ex-
cellent unit 
•• Wide reciever Nick Ismailoff 
has certainly emerged from· the 
shadow of All-American Ken 
Hammel. 
. The senior from Trumbull, CT 
caught five balls on Saturday for 
123 yards. 
IsmaiJoff had the Bombers only 
touc_hdown, a 35-yard catch, and 
also hauled in a 51-yard reception 
to set up Matt Sullivan's field goal. 
Ismailoffhas 19catchesfor411 
yards(2I.6average)andfourtouch-
downs for the year. 
Inside Information 
Several football players. were 
upset with the officiating job on 
Saturday. 
The crew was the same one that 
handled last year's 39-36 loss to 
AIC in Springfield. 
. Ithaca was flagged five times for 
46 yards, while the Chiefs were 
nailed for two penalties and 27 · 
yards. 
• Jeff Wittman appears to have 
regained bis spot as the main man in 
the Bomber backfield. 
THB LIVERY 
• Self Discipline & 
Self Defense 
• Development of . 
Mind & Body 
e Improve 
Concentration & 
Attention Span 
• Co-ordination, 
Gonfidence, 
Conditioning 
Beginners & 
Advanced 
Private & Group 
Wittman carried .-the ·ball 2l 
timesonSaturday.-andshowedsigns 
that he is '1ealthy a~. · . _ -
Meanwhile; the ~tl1er fullbacks 
carried only once· between them, 
with Ad Forgosb getting that.one. 
Keith Molinicb suffered a par-
tially seperated shoulder on the 
opening kickoff and didn't see ac-
tion. Jeff Adams saw substantial 
playing time with seven carries. 
A lookahead 
They could have held Parents' 
Weeke~d when IC ,ha~ an easier 
game. 
Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
STEAKS•PRJME Rm'i..OBSTER 
SEAFOOD•OOCKEN'.•LAMB · 
·nuCK•SPECJALS-:' _: . ,, 
. cocriAii.s /iMroilTEo--& ---
ooMEsn0,.BEER & WINES . ,' 
DINNER 6PM TUES-SAT 
Call (607) 539-7724 
wr, S1allctYill<: Rd. RL 7~5 milcl But or llhaca 
Grand Master Ho Y Kwon 
• 9th Degree Black Belt-
Tae Kwon Do 
• 9th Degree Black Belt-
Hap Ki Do 
Master Min Park 
• 6th Degree Black Belt-
Tai Kwon Do 
• 6th Degree Black Belt-
Hap Ki Do 
Master Chui Lee 
• 5th Degree Black Belt-
Tai Kwon Do 
Lessons Open 
Family Rates Tues & Fri- 11 am-Spm 
Available Sa1-10am-1:00pm 
• 5th Degree Black Belt-
Hap Ki Do 
KW~N'S CHAMPION MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL 
609 W. Clinton St. 277-1627 Clinton West Plaza 
·· October 10, 1991 
:-AIC is not just a· Division II The bottom line is this: AIC is 
teain; they're a good Division II thebetterteamonpaper,butltha<::a 
team; - - has a lot of talent.· and even more 
The Yellow Jackets have,ili,be .' :c~ter. ·. :· . -_ . - . 
the favorites, but they donlhave to-. -· · Look for a great game, but AIC 
win. This game should be an.indi- is simply too· big. The Bombers 
cation of how good IC really is. wouldprobablydemolishanyother 
The Bombers will have to con- team on their schedule this week-
trol the ball better then they have so end. 
far. - Ithaca certainly has an excellent 
A return to last year's fonn by chance, and nobody will be sur-
Wittman would help that. prised if they win, but AIC is on a 
Wilkowski should bounce back, roll and must be- considered the 
buthe11 have to throw to somebody favorites. 
besides lsmailoff. Prediction: AIC 27, Ithaca 21 
I 
/'. ' 
NOW ... The Fastest, Most Dependable 
Way To New York City & L~ng-·ls/and! 
Ithaca Travel Center• 710 State Street• 272-7930 
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* TIRED OF NOT BEING RICH? LEARN TO POUR!* 
Hey, 
Mo~ and -Dad, P.M. Bartending® Course 
. We offer: -
Certified instructors 
with ovei. Q .-years of 
expep~~c¢. 
T.1.P.S. -certification 
available.·--:-; 
What you need to know . 
In New York State, 
anyone over 18 may legally 
serve alcohol. 
$$$$ Graduates of this ·.: 
session will"be trained by . ' -, -· 
the holid~ys, $.$$$--
COLLEGE 
CIRCLE 
Apartments 
A Brand New Complex 
next to the campus of 
Ithaca College 
You've seen the rest, now 
come see the best. Next to 
Ithaca College, South on 
96B. 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
.I Gorgeous ./Distinctive Furniture 
/'New ./Beautiful Finishes 
.f Huge Spaces .I On-site laundry 
.f Extra Bath .I much more ... 
Special showing 
College Apartments during Parents weekend! 
Saturday, October 12 ell a.m. - 3 p.m~ 
-. Sunday, October 13ell a.m. - 2 p.m. 
~ ' 
p • ,. 
call 277-1221 
refreshments served 
.. 
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lth~u~ah Sports 'BY THE NUMB'ERS 
Comoiled bv Scott D. Matthews 
BOMBER SCORES-OARD: THE WEEK AHEAD 
Oct. 3· Oct. 9 
Football {3-1, 2-Q EAA} 
Ocl5 
Women's Tennis CT-3) 
Oct.6 
ATHL~Tr;· OF 
THE WEEK October 10-October 17 
Springfield 14, Ithaca 10 
Men's Soccer £6-0-4, 2-0-2 
EA.Al 
Oct.5 
Ithaca 2, Nazareth O 
Oct.9 
Ithaca 1, RIT 0 
Women's Soccer <6-1-2, 4-0-1 
EAAl 
Ocl5 
Ithaca 3, Hartwick 0 
Ocl9 
Ithaca 1, Cortland O 
Field Hockey <10-1-1} 
Ocl5 
Ithaca 2, Salisbury State 1 
Ocl6 
Ithaca 7, Frostburg State 0 
Ocl9 
Ithaca _3, William Smith 2 
=1ELD HOCKEY 
ICAA Division Ill Field Hockey Rankings 
lo. Team Record Pts. 
I. Bloomsburg 11-0 120 
!. ITHACA 9-1-1 
3. Trenton State 6-1 105 
Lock Haven 6-2 105 
>. Cortland State 10-1-1 96 
), Salisbury State 5-3-1 88 
r William Smith 10-2-1 86 
I. Messiah 7-3-1 75 
Hartwick 9-2 75 
0. Scranton 9-2 66 
Colgate 8, -Ithaca 1 
Oct.8 
Ithaca 8, SUNY Oneonta 1 
Golf ll-3} 
Oct.3 
17th of 21 teams at ECAC Regional 
Qualifier · 
Yolleyhall l16-1Q, 4-1 EA.Al 
Oct.4 
Bluffton def. Ithaca 17-15, 15-9 
Ithaca def. Elizabethtown 11-15, 
15-7, 15-6 
Oct.5 
St. Catherine def. Ithaca 15-11, 
9-15, 15-3 
Ithaca def. Penn State- Behrend 
15-4, 15-5 
Ithaca def. Western Maryland 
15-10, 15-11 
Grove City def. Ithaca 15-13, 15-10 
Oct9 
· Cortland def. Ithaca 15-4, 15-5, 
15-12 
Baseball C44l 
Oct.6 
Cornell 8, Ithaca 6 
FOOTBALL 
Ithaca 3 7 O O - 10 
Springfield O O 7 7 - 14 
Ithaca Rushing 
Wittman 21-93, Wilkowski 15-25, 
Adams 7-21, Medina 2-5, Forgosh 1-0 
Ithaca Passing 
Wilkowski 7-25-143- 1 TD- 4 INT 
Ithaca Recjeyjng 
lsmailoff 5-123, Slayton 1-13, Cahill 1-7 
The Ithacan/ Greg Hollman 
Cheryl Dunkle! 
The freshman from Rlvervale, 
NJ broke the women's tennis 
single season win record on 
Wednesday, breaking the 
previous record of 19. For the 
season, Dunklel Is 11-2 In 
singles competition, and a 
perfect 11-0 In doubles. 
CHAMPION UP· 
STATE GRID POLL 
Pos. School (1st place votes) Pts. 
1. Cortland State (8) 
2. ITHACA (3) 
3. Union (3) 
4. Rochester 
5. Alfred 
61 
55 
52 
17 
12 
Thursday Oct. 10 
No teams in action 
Friday. Oct 11 
Women·s Soccer at Messiah 
JV Football at Cortland 
3p,m. 
3:30 p.m. 
Saturday Oct 12 
Football vs. American International 
1:30 p.m. 
Women's Tennis at St John Fisher 
Invitational 9 a.m. 
Women's Soccer at Franklin and 
Marshall 11 a.m. 
Field Hockey at Franklin and Marshall 
12p.m. 
Sattm;lay Oct 13 
Women's Tennis at St John Fisher 
Invitational 9 am. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
CAREER WIN 
-LEADERS 
Name Years· Wins 
1. Lisa Brown 1981-84 48 
2. Priscilla Davis 1981-83, 85 43 
3. Alice Houghton 1983-85 41 
4. Ken)a Ackerman 1989-91 39 
5. Julie Yanko 1990-91 32 
6. Debby Matusow 1987-88, 90 31 
Meg Emrich 1987-90 31 
8. Allison Glassman 1989-91 30 
Vicki Paul 1989-91 30 
Yael Levy 1990-91 30 
Women's Cross Country at Lehigh 
Invitational 11:15 a.m. 
Field Hockey at Millersville 
Monday Oct 14 
No teams in action 
Tuesday Oct 15 
12 p.m. 
Women·s Tennis vs, William Smith 
3:30p.m. 
Men's Soccer vs. Hobart 
4p.m. 
Volleyball at Brockport 
7p.m. 
Wednesday Oct 1s 
Women's Soccer vs. Rochester 
4p.m. 
Thursday Oct 11 
No teams in action 
ISSA WOMEN'S 
SOCCER POLL 
Released October 8 
No. Teams Points 
1. William Smith 300 
2. Plymouth State 282 
3. Cal.- San Diego 273 
4. Kean (N.J.) 252 
5. Cortland State 234 
6. Mary Washington 202 
7. ITHACA 204 
St Thomas 204 
9. Denison 174 
10. Rochester 162 
Stop in and.Check out 
the ·1atest in fine _athletic apparel 
J ., - .' , GOULDS 
C~_llegc Outfitters 
• ,·, ",,,·1 ·1'-1. i-
- - ,,.., ... , ,, r ,,, -,,.,u.,,,.~ .......... ,1,•.-N,.~:~.-,1.,. 
- - --- - • : , -,'I.. - _-__ • - ~ 
Stuck in the rough: Golfers fail 
to qualify at Colgate 
Baseball _squad· sees Red 
in fall finale 
. Gridders. prepare--.fot s~ar~ -: _ 
of Yellow Jackets -- ·. · .- · · 
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Captains 
deliver· 
postgame 
tu·rr talk 
By Scott D. Matthews 
The motto of this year's Ithaca 
College football team is "together, 
game by game. n 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
Standing on Benedum Field's 
plastic turf on Saturday afternoon 
after a 14-10 defeat to Springfield, 
the Bomber co-captains made sure 
that was very clear. 
After the Bombers shook hands 
with their opponents, co-captains 
Chris White and Joe Palladino 
gathered the team at midfield. 
Their message was simple: we 
didn't play well today, but we're 
still Ithaca College, and we'd better 
be ready next week. 
There's a lot of truth to that last 
statement. American International 
College invades the South Hill on -
Saturda,y, and the Yellow Jackets 
have to be considered \he favorites. ·· , 
They are coming off a 41-0 
demolition of previously undefeated 
SouthernConnecticuLitshouidalso 
be noted the both AIC and Southerri 
Connecticut handily defeated 
.· ... page 22 -
The Ithacan 
... page 24 ... page~25 .-
SPORTS 
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Wednesday is Wins·day 
By Aaron Williams out, but this time, Dove was there, 
TheithacaCollegemen'ssoccer and he scored on the empty net to 
team hadn't defeated the Roch~ter make it 1-0 in favor of Ithaca "We 
Institute of Technology in 10 years, were lucky enough to score and 
and it seemed for a while on win," Byrne said. 
Wednesday afternoon that they Shaw was very pleased with the 
wouldn't break that streak. win. "It's a good feeling. It's been 
TheTigersconttolledregulation, four years for me losing to these 
as RIT head coach Doug May felt guys about twice a year. It's really 
that ''pretty much o~ the first half nice." 
was us." This emotional victory makes 
Late in the second half, Ithaca the Bombers 2--0-2 in EAA play, 
nearly pulled out the victory. Se- and drops RIT to 2-2-1. 
niorforwardAndyPokladnarrowly • 
missed his second goal of the sea- By Scott D. Matthews 
son, as senior forward Adam Borg's There has been no hotter IC team 
shot forced goalie Doug Kaufman lately than the field hockey squad. 
to leave the net Poklad 's follow-up They carried a nine-game winning 
shot nailed a prone defender, and streak into Wednesday's contest 
rebounded over ihe net. with seventh-ranked William Smith 
Some excellent defense shut on Yavits Field. 
down the Tigers. Senior goaltender At the final gun, coach Doris 
Zac Shaw felt that "the defense Kostrinsky's squad had:made it ten 
played really well." The Bombers inarow,knockingofftheHerons3-
went into overtime, as they have 2. 
done five times so far this season, The visitors got on the board 
with the score tied'at 0--0. four and a half minutes into the 
Early in overtime, the Bombers contest, but Sue Bender knotted it 
were in trouble, but Shaw made,a at 17:41 with an unassisted goal, 
nice save early in the first overtime her 12th of the season. 
penod. Hestretchedout,andtipped The score stayed that way until 
out a Tiger shot that-was-heading thesevenandahalfminutemarkof 
towards the right comer. "That was the second half. Jen Allen tallied to 
a little scary," Shaw said: . give IC a 2-1 lead. 
After all these missed shots, the The Bombers took a command-
Springfield. 
Until Saturday, it seemed hard 
to believe that Ithaca could lose a 
game. Now, back to back defeats 
Bombers responded with 4:30 -left ing 3-1 lead 15 minutes later, when 
Ithacan I Greg Hollmann in the-contesL Borg shot the ball, Bender notched her second goal 
Hhaca sophomore forward Jason Dove celebrates after his goal -whichag3:U1forcedKaufmantorush See "Wednesday," page 24 
BOiiiiierS~SC3iji"eyd by Chiefs, 14-10 are a very real possibility. 
Saturday is a crossroads game 
for Jim Butterfield's crew. 
Iflthaca wins or plays well, than 
the Springfield game can be disre-
garded as just one of those days. 
However, if the Bombers are domi-
nated by AIC, it could hurt the team 
come playoff bid time. 
By Brian Lustig 
-SPRINGFIELD, Mass.--Imagine 
being the quarterback of the Divi-
sion II Springfield Chiefs ready to 
take on a Division III Ithaca Bomber 
team that has rolled over their first 
three opponents. 
In case you missed it 
Toefirsthalfandthesecondhalf FOOTBALL 
were practically two different Feel the pressure of trying to 
~:~ca led lO~O at the half. move an offense against a Bomber 
defense that has yielded just 22 
Springfield had only 90 yards rush- points over twelve quarters of play. 
ing, and no yards passing. · · · th h 1 
The Chiefs held the ball for 14 Now picture· gomg e w O e 
- game against.the Bombers without 
minutes and 30 seconds·_in.the first completing asinglepass, and wind-
half. 7:20 on their first drive, . .which ing up the hero. 
ended with a missed field goal. While the rest of us can only 
The next six possessions did not ponder this series of events, Spring-
feaiure a first down. The Bomber fieldquarterbackAaronKeltonex-
defense forced four punts and a perienced·them.-first-hand lastSat-
fumble, and their final drive eoded urday. A 50-yanfrun with minutes 
wlien time ran out in-the half. left. in the -game by Kelton was-
The second half. was a diff~rent enough to pull ·the.Chi~fs through a 
story. .-.- · hardfought 14-10 victory, putting,. 
Springfield conrolled tbe ball- the fJtSt blemish on the Bombers 
for.almost 19of the30minutes. The once perfect-record. - -
Chief ground atta~·also got roll-- Th Chief: (2 "' · to th 
ing. mcldng up-305 ·yards. . e_ "th· \: ·.c..,t~::C-1!i0 ra1! · · · . · _- lthacart /~eg Hollmann 
-The·ltbaca off~nse was stifled; gam~ WI ex_ eme Y - w. Ithaca running back.Jeff Adams,maneuve,s around fallen teammate'Jeff.Wlttman-anchtSprJri'gffeld 
........ n:.:.80. ·olylOl, .of-their286yards after ~nsecuuve defeats_tos~~ng_ · defender durlngtthaca's-1~10toss·to the Ch1efs Saturday.In Springfield· Mauachusetts.· · WlilWII DMs1on n opponents. Co~h Mike , . · ' · - · _ 
in -the second-half.:· Delong admitt,ed ·ms -team ~· ... was . 1'11ie Bombers have beaten us 12 the Chie_fs had run the: ball exclu- · Gray- _ and-_ · · John . Traudt, 
· ~· Todd-Wilk~ laclangoonfidence.(comingintothe straight times ~d_ it has·really be- sively (87 percent) so far this ·sea.;. compltmented· -by: 1he ··streaking 
-. comple_te4~ytwoofl4~sm· gai,ne),and beating:.a hi~_gualit_y. _ come.embarrasing. A major goal-· son.-~dafterthe~hie~firsnJrive - ·mpveso{quatreibactKel~How· 
. tliesecoi;i~balf,mtho(~()Se_OD·tbe, club like·ldmca is a~ boost.to this year-was-to ~ tbe· Bombers on Saturday, it-became e\li.dentthat-.:. -'ever, ·the· end·result~was-a "missed 
-· fmafdrivC.: · - _._,. :.:: - . out.-lll()l'ale." : · · and-it's-a gteatfeeling that after- 1s- this-88!°e·-would be.no different· - -_ fie!d;goaI. whicllgjve theBoi.Qtiers 
- Jn. ~~,. ~ ~~-~~nd , This-~.-was one tluft,Chi<#&, years:we could ~y do.i~ :: Spnngfield~s-wishbone-offense.. a-cbaace tcf geton:the:board'fiist. --
· ~-~:~~~~~:- . - pJay~ had -~n- poin~g .. ~·~I_- . · 1be.Bom~tdefense-anncipated ~ve down the-field with-ease be--· · , Ithaca-.took over'i:~-e.ven·with 
_ _. .- .. ~--"9t>mh:Si"ghtt.--~~~ . season and Kelton ~xplained __ wliy, along~temoon-dueto~factthat: hind the power· running of Rich . See-~-~J.ff. pale~~ . 
·-
